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Singapore grouper iridovirus (SGIV) is a member of Iridoviruses that infect 
only invertebrates and poikilothermic vertebrates. It was first isolated in 
Singapore and has caused catastrophic economic loss in local grouper fish 
farms. As a typical large DNA virus, we have treated this virus as a model and 
extensively study it for the past decade. Recently electron microscopy 
technology has made great progress in the improvement of resolution for 
biological samples. Many high resolution electron microscopy techniques are 
used to study the viral life cycle and to reveal the key events during viral host 
interaction. Therefore, we apply these techniques to carefully study the viral 
life cycle of SGIV. Different assembly intermediates were observed at 
different stages of viral infection. And the Vesicle-tubule Liked Structures 
were found and considered as a key player in the budding process during viral 
life cycle.  
 
In order to reveal more details in the viral assembly process, we also 
performed a functional analysis of ORF075R, an important structural protein 
of SGIV. We found that ORF075R was located in the electron dense middle 
layer of SGIV, i.e., between the inner envelope layer of the capsid shell and 
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the DNA core. Knockdown of ORF075R resulted in the forming of abnormal 
virion particles with defected middle layer and core. In addition, the 
phosphorylation assay showed that phosphorylation of ORF075R was 
involved in viral capsid disassembly process.  All these findings above 
revealed that ORF075R might be a key player during the viral assembly 
process. 
 
These findings should reveal some novel models for viral assembly and 
budding process. Therefore it would enrich our understanding of the viral host 
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Chapter 1. Literature Review 
 
As early as 1898, Friedrich Loeffler and Paul Frosch revealed the nature of 
virus through their research on the foot-and-mouth disease. They demonstrated 
that the cause of that disease was an infectious particle which was smaller than 
any known bacteria. Later on, many studies have been done in this new field, 
which results in the discovery of many new diseases related to small infectious 
particles, i.e. virus. Typically, these particles each has a small core with 
nucleic acids (either DNA or RNA) inside. The core is surrounded and 
protected by the capsid that consist of proteins, or proteins and lipids (1). 
 
Based on the types of nucleic acids of the viruses, the viruses can be classified 
into two major groups, i.e. DNA viruses and RNA viruses. Because of the 
difference in the genomic content, DNA viruses are further classified into two 
subareas: single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) viruses and double-stranded DNA 
(dsDNA) viruses. The dsDNA viruses are further divided into several families 
including the iridoviruses family or the family Iridoviridae. Iridovirus is one of 
the animal viruses that infect invertebrates and poikilothermic vertebrates. 
Among these Iridoviruses, Singapore Grouper Iridovirus (SGIV) is an 
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important research target in ecology. 
 
SGIV is a member of Ranavirus genus (2, 3). It is a causative pathogen of a 
serious systemic disease in brown-spotted grouper fish (Epinephelustauvina) 
(4). SGIV is an excellent model to study the mechanism of viral infection and 
virus-host interaction in lower vertebrates. Researchers have already 
determined the complete genomic sequence, protein and lipid compositions of 
SGIV (5-7). However, up till now there is no documentation regarding the 
molecular architectures in various stages of the SGIV viral cycle, for instance, 
(i) how viruses attach to cells and interact with the membrane, (ii) how they 
penetrate into cells and move to the replication site, (iii) how newly 
synthesized viral components are assembled, (iv) how they are transported to 
membranous regions and (v) how viral egress occurs, and many others. All 
these questions are very important to understand mechanism of viral infection 
and virus-host interaction. Previous works, e.g., genomic sequence, protein 
and lipid compositions of SGIV, provide a solid foundation for further 
investigation of viral assembly process in 3D. 
 
Besides the viral assembly process, we also try to study the structural and 
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functional role of certain key proteins of SGIV. Among these proteins, 
ORF075R, an abundant structural protein in SGIV virion particles, is 
considered as an important target due to its many interesting features. Previous 
research has shown that ORF075R accumulated in the viral assembly site and 
it is a lipid-binding protein (5, 7). And it was phosphorylated at multiple sites 
in both SGIV-infected cell lysate and virions(7). Furthermore, ORF075R could 
be phosphorylated in vitro by the SGIV structural protein ORF039L (8). 
However, we do not know much about its detailed structural and functional 
role in the viral life cycle. Therefore, further investigation of ORF075R is 
needed in order to uncover more details. 
 
1.1 Overview of the Iridoviridae family 
 
1.1.1 Characteristics of the Iridoviridae family 
 
In 1954, the first iridovirus was discovered by Smith and Xeros(6). Later, 
more than 100 species of Iridoviridae have been isolated. Its members infect 
only invertebrates and poikilothermic vertebrates. They are divided into five 
genera, i.e., Iridovirus, Chloriridovirusand, Lymphocystivirus, Ranavirus and 
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Megalocytivirus (Table 1)(2). The iridoviruses family has at least three special 
features, including its morphological properties, the replication strategy and 
the genomic organization. 





This family of iridoviruses has an icosahedral capsid, ranging from 120 to 
300nm in diameter (3). An iridovirus virion contains three layers, an outer 
protein capsid, an intermediate lipid membrane with associated peptides, and a 
central core containing DNA-protein complexes. Some of them may also 
possess an outer lipid envelop acquired from the host membrane through 
budding. The major capsid protein is around 50 kDa, and accounts for up to 45% 
of total virion protein (2, 3). 
 
Iridovirus replication is unique and takes place in both nuclear and cytoplasm 
(Fig. 1.1) (2). The first-stage of viral DNA replication occurs in the nucleus of 
host cell, and it undergoes a second round of DNA synthesis to form 
concatamer structures in cytoplasm (3). Moreover, the iridovirus forms a clear 
and well structured region in cytoplasm termed viral assembly site to produce 
mature viruses (3). However, a careful examination of intermediate forms in 
their life cycle has not been carried out, which significantly limits our 
















1.1.2 Classification of the Family Iridoviridae 
 
Iridoviruses are large, icosahedral viruses with a linear, double-stranded DNA 
genome (2). The virion of this family generally contains a dsDNA genome 
with unique structure of terminal redundancy and cyclic permutation (9-12). 
The viruses belong to the former two genera, i.e., Iridovirus and 
Chloriridovirus, can infect a wide range of invertebrates, such as silkworms, 
mosquitoes and many others. The iridoviruses with small diameter, ranging 
from 120nm to 140 nm, are classified into genus Iridovirus, while the large 
iridoviruses are under the genus Chloriridovirus. And the hosts of the last 
three genera come from poikilothermic vertebrates such as fishes, amphibians 
and reptiles. The genus Megalocytivirus only infects marine fish in Southeast 
Asia based on previous research. The detailed classification of the Iridoviridae 
family is listed at Table 1 (2) 
 
1.1.3 Replication cycle of iridovirus 
 
Frog virus 3 (FV-3) is a well studied virus from genus Ranavirus. Therefore, it 
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serves as a model for viral replication of Iridovirus. And the details of the 
virus replication are shown in Figure 1.1. (2). 
 
The Iridovirus first binds the cellular receptor, which is followed by receptor 
mediated endocytosis for enveloped virus, or uncoating process for naked 
virions. (2) Afterwards, viral DNA materials are transported to the nucleus 
where gene expression starts. The early transcripts generally encode regulatory 
proteins as well as catalytic enzymes, such as viral DNA polymerase and so on. 
After further synthesis in the cytoplasm, DNA polymerase relocates to the 
nucleus for the duplication of the viral DNA, i.e., the first stage of DNA 
synthesis (12). The second stage of DNA synthesis takes place in the 
cytoplasm where large DNA concatameric structure is formed (13). The final 
packaged viral genome is terminally redundant which may allow the 
emergence of new genes, serving as an evolutionary advantage.  
 
Viral assembly sites (VAS) is a distinct area in cytoplasm of the iridovirus-
infected host cell. These viral transcripts encode viral structural proteins which 
are later assembled into mature virion particles (2). The newly synthesized 
iridoviruses are further released to initiate new iridovirus replication cycles. 
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However, the detailed mechanism of the viral life cycle has not been revealed 
yet. 
 
1.2 Overview of Singapore grouper iridovirus (SGIV) 
 
Singapore grouper iridovirus (SGIV) which can cause significant economic 
losses in the farming of brown-spotted grouper fish, is identified as a novel 
member of Ranavirus in 1994 (4). Later in 1998, efficient SGIV isolation 
method was successfully developed(14).  
 
Our laboratories in Singapore have determined the whole SGIV genome 
sequence using both random shotgun and restriction endonuclease genomic 
approaches (5). The entire SGIV genome consists of 140,131 nucleotides with 
162 open reading frames (5). Based on the homolog search results, 77 of the 
ORFs have shown significant homology to other known cellular proteins, 
another 23 with sequence similarities with functional iridovirus proteins, the 
remaining 62 putative proteins have no significant sequence similarities in the 




We also use DNA microarray technology to study the temporal gene 
expression of SGIV. The DNA microarray was designed based on the SGIV 
genome to examine the expression of the predicted ORFs. The infected and 
intact cells at different time course of SGIV infection were collected and 
treated with proper reagents for the study of the temporal gene expression. 
Based on the results, these ORFs are further classified into three different-
stage viral genes, i.e., immediate early, early and late genes. The DNA 
microarray data was verified and consistent with real-time RT-PCR studies 
(15).  
 
In addition, 51 proteins were found by three different mass spectrometry (MS) 
approaches and 17 proteins were identified as abundant structural proteins (6) 
(Fig. 1.2). Among them, 26 proteins were identified for the first time, which 
might represent novel genes. These findings were further confirmed by reverse 
transcription-PCR. However, although a total of 51 SGIV proteins have been 
found, the other 111 ORFs remain unknown (6). Furthermore, by using 
grouper embryonic cell line (GEC) as a model, the different proteomes of 
GEC with and without SGIV infection were studied by different proteomics 
methods including iTRAQ analysis and so on, and more than 700 host proteins 
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were recognized and classified (16). 
Fig. 1.2 Summary of SGIV proteins identified by MS (6) 
 
 
Fig. 1.2 Legend 
Upper circle represents proteins identified by MALDI TOF PMF approach; 
Lower left one represents proteins distinguished by MALDI-TOF MS/MS 
approach; Lower right one represents proteins detected by LC-MALDI. Cross 





















































































Furthermore, the lipidome and lipid-protein interactions of SGIV were studied. 
Over 220 lipids were identified and quantified. Five capsid proteins were 
demonstrated to be lipid-binding proteins (7). And we also determined the 
high resolution SGIV capsid structure and identified trimeric hexamers and 
pentamers in the structure (Fig. 1.3). These results will facilitate further 










Fig. 1.3 Structure of SGIV virion particle (Tran et al., unpublished data) 
 
 
Fig. 1.3 Legend 
Left panel shows the icosahedral capsid structure. The diameter is 2000 Å 
with pixel size 3.1 Å/pixel. Total 380 particles from 1000 went into 3D 
reconstruction and 32 Å structure was obtained when criterion FSC=0.5 was 
set. There are trimeric hexamers (upper one) and pentamers (lower one) 




1.3 Assembly of structurally complex viruses 
 
Based on their structural differences, viruses are divided into two groups, i.e., 
simple viruses and complex viruses. Simple viruses generally contain simple 
components in their capsids. Their capsids often contain symmetric oligomers. 
And these oligomers consist of the same or only a few different proteins. The 
structurally complex viruses, however contain many different components in 
their capsids than the simple viruses do. They may even contain some lipids as 
well as other non-protein components. Moreover, part of the protein 
components may have certain structural or functional roles during the viral life 
cycle. The structurally complex viruses are not always symmetric oligomers. 
In some cases, they are completely asymmetric or even pleomorphic. Due to 
their complex capsid structures, intricate mechanisms are needed to regulate 
the assembly process as well as to achieve correct morphology during the viral 
life cycle. 
 
Structurally complex viruses have some unique features when compared with 
simple viruses. Firstly, structurally complex viruses often have large capsids 
for the packaging of large genomes. However, not all the viruses with large 
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capsids or genomes are structurally complex viruses. In fact, the composition 
of the capsids, not the size, is the determinant factor of complexity. Secondly, 
the structurally complex viruses are not always symmetric oligomers. In some 
cases, they even form oligomers with no symmetry. Furthermore, it is also 
observed that each virion particle of the same type may assemble in a 
completely different manner, i.e. pleomorphism. Part of the asymmetry is 
caused by the environmental difference during assembly and maturation 
process. Another reason for asymmetry is due to the interface interaction 
between components with different symmetry, such as in the case of symmetry 
mismatch. Finally, the structurally complex viruses require intricate 
mechanisms to regulate the assembly properly in both space and time. And 
many different elements in the virion, including lipids and some minor 
proteins with certain functional roles, may facilitate the assembly and 
maturation process (17). 
 
1.3.1 Composition of viral proteins 
 
The capsid organization of the structurally complex icosahedral viruses 
generally includes, hexameric and pentameric capsomers, mobile arms, 
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several cementing proteins, and other minor proteins(18, 19). The details of 
each composition will be described in the following paragraphs. 
 
1.3.1.1 Hexameric and Pentameric Capsomers 
 
The hexameric and pentameric capsomers often consist of the major capsid 
proteins. And they are the key components which interact with each other to 
form the icosahedral capsids. The conventional icosahedral architecture of the 
capsid contains two different systems of tiles (Fig. 1.4). The penton base, 
together with some peripentonal capsomers, form the vertices, which is also 
the first tile system. Several hexon, the sixfold capsomers, form the central 
plate of each facet, which is the second tile system. In structurally complex 
icosahedral viruses, the tiles consist of pentameric vertex and surrounding 
capsomers are called pentasymmetrons, while the triangular tiles of hexons are 
known as trisymmetrons. What has been described above is a widely used 
structural principle in large icosahedral capsids reconstruction, which 




Fig. 1.4 Hexameric and Pentameric Capsomers of HK97  (86) 
 
 
Fig. 1.4 Legend 
Left panel shows the icosahedral capsid structure of HK97 (3.65 Å, rendered 
at ∼1σ in chimera). There are hexamers (upper one) and pentamers (lower one) 








Structurally complex icosahedral viruses generally contain the basic jelly-roll 
structure in both hexon and penton capsomers. Jelly roll is a unique motif 
consists of eight stranded β barrel. And it allows proper interaction of the 
different neighboring capsomers to form a complete shell. In addition, the 
jelly-roll structure helps capsomers to form a pseudo-hexagonal shape. 
Therefore, they can occupy sixfold symmetry positions in the capsid (21). 
 
Moreover, recent structure-based phylogenetic tree analysis of capsomers 
shows that iridoviridae and other nine virus families share the same feature, a 
double jelly-roll folded structural motif. This may suggest that these viruses 
might have common ancestors (22).  
 
1.3.1.2 Mobile Arms 
 
In structurally complex viruses, apart from hexameric and pentameric 
capsomers, there are two other important groups of proteins, including mobile 
arms, and several cementing proteins. Both of them are minor capsid proteins 
that are required for correct capsid assembly, as well as stabilization of 
different tiles (19). They form a special network that facilitates the interaction 
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between hexameric and pentameric capsomers, and further link the building 
blocks together. 
 
In icosahedral viruses, the mobile terminal regions of the capsid proteins are 
often combined with other minor capsid proteins to form a network of mobile 
arms. These mobile terminal regions may adopt different conformations 
depending on their different molecular environments. For instance, the mobile 
terminal regions of the hexons may adopt different conformations to modulate 
interactions between hexons and pentagons, hexons and minor capsid proteins, 
or between neighboring hexons. The interaction is mediated by β-sheet 
augmentation, where a β-sheet from one of the proteins may bind to another β-
sheet of another protein. Due to these special features above, this network of 
mobile arms may act as scaffolds to facilitate the assembly process in the 
structurally complex viruses. Therefore, the mobile arm network is critical for 
correct assembly of the complex virion in most cases (19). 
 
Due to their flexibility, there are no high resolution structures available for any 
of these mobile regions in their isolated forms. However, these mobile regions 
are in ordered conformations when they are observed within the capsid under 
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cryo-EM. These facts suggest that these mobile regions may require other 
proteins of the virion particle to fold properly. 
 
1.3.1.3 Cementing Proteins 
 
The cementing proteins can keep different components of the capsid protein 
together. They can locate on either inner part or outer part of the capsid. 
Although they are considered as important constitutions to establish the 
interactions required for assembly and stability of a complex capsid, it is 
difficult to tell their exact role in morphogenesis. Some of them are not 
necessary during assembly process, but are needed for structural stability (18, 
23). Furthermore, they may also have some other functional roles during the 
viral cycle, ex. enzymatic roles (24). 
 
1.3.1.4 Other Minor Proteins 
 
The remaining minor virion components in structurally complex viruses often 
have a variety of functions during viral life cycle, from structural one to non-
structural one. The non-structural functions include promoting virion 
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trafficking along the microtubule networks, activating gene expression, 
facilitating transportation of newly synthesized proteins to the assembly site, 
activating the maturation process, as well as other critical roles for viability. 
One detailed case is, some minor capsid proteins can disrupt the endosomal 
membrane, such that the virus can enter the cytosol after internalization 




Many viruses also incorporate lipid membrane structures into their virion 
structures. The membrane structures may locate either inside or outside the 
protein capsid. For instance, the enveloped viruses contain membrane 
structures outside the protein capsid. These membrane structures are believed 
to be taken up from the host cells (28).  
 
Membrane structures are widely used machineries to separate a special 
compartment from the surrounding environment in the cells. Therefore, the 
membrane structures might facilitate certain unique reactions to take place 
inside these special compartments in this way. This function may also play an 
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important role in viral cases as shown in the following paragraphs. 
 
In external membrane cases, i.e., enveloped viruses, these membranes protect 
the internal viral particles from some erosive chemicals or enzymes in the 
environment. Apart from the lipid compositions, there are also some proteins 
as well as certain glycoproteins in these bilayers. These proteins may facilitate 
the recognition between the virion particle and host cell receptors, such as Env 
proteins in retroviruses. (29) The distribution of the glycoproteins on the 
virion membrane can be regular or irregular in different cases. And these 
membranes may or may not contact the virion capsids. (28, 30) 
 
The virions may also contain internal membranes, such as in Singapore 
grouper iridovirus (SGIV) as well as other viruses. (24, 31, 32) In these cases, 
the membranes always directly contact with the protein capsid and form the 
icosahedral shape. Some anchor proteins and the mobile arms of the capsid 
proteins link the lipid membranes and the protein capsid together as well as 
stabilize icosahedral shape in this way. The membranes also play an important 
role in the virions with internal membranes. For instance, in the PRD1 virion 
case, this membrane bilayer helps to inject the viral genome into the host cell 
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by forming a tube, which is quite similar to the tail structures in 
bacteriophages. However, until now very limited information is known about 
these internal membranes, and more researches are needed in the future.(31) 
 
1.3.3 Layers with Different T Numbers in Icosahedral Capsids 
 
Some viruses might contain multiple layers in their capsid structures. These 
layers generally consist of proteins and lipids. For instance, Mimivirus has 6 
different layers outside the nucleoprotein core (33). And African swine fever 
virus (ASFV) has an electron-dense DNA core surrounded by a core shell, two 
inner envelopes, and an outer capsid shell (34). 
 
In some cases, the icosahedral shells could even have different triangulation 
numbers, as in some case of dsRNA Reoviruses family. (26) Before the 
detailed description, an important concept should be introduced here first, i.e. 
triangulation number. Triangulation number (T-number) is used to explain the 
quasi-symmetry, i.e. the relation between the number of pentagons and 
hexagons in the icosahedral virus capsids shells (35). The T-number is 
calculated by the formula T = H
2
 + HK + K
2
. According to Goldberg diagram 
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(Goldberg, 1937), h and k are indices of the lattice points between neighboring 
5-fold vertices. First it can take h steps in one direction, then turn 60° to the 
left and take k steps. If k is smaller than h, it is laevo handedness. If k is larger 
than h, it is dextro handedness (Fig. 1.5). From Goldberg Triangle, SGIV has 













Fig. 1.5 Virus capsid T number (36) 
 
 
Fig. 1.5 Legend 
Goldberg Triangle (Goldberg, 1937), h and k are indices of the lattice points 
between neighboring 5-fold vertices. First it can take h steps in one direction, 
then turn 60° to the left and take k steps. If k is smaller than h, it is laevo 









Rotavirus, a well characterized member of the Reoviridae family, has a 100nm 
capsid with three concentric layers. The detailed organization of these building 
layers is described as below. The innermost layer is a T = 1 icosahedron 
particle formed by asymmetric dimers of protein VP2. The intermediate layer 
is a T = 13 particle composed by trimers of protein VP6. The outermost layer, 
is also a T = 13 icosahedron particle consists of glycoprotein VP7 trimers. (26) 
 
The reason for the existence of different layers in virion particle structures 
might lie in their isolation functions, which is quite similar as in the case of 
membranes. The multiple layered structures could separate different 
components as well as different functions during viral life cycle. For instance, 
the internal layers keep their genome inside the core and protect them from 
antiviral reactions caused by infection. And the external layers are very critical 
during the very early stage of viral host interaction, including recognition, 
attachment and entry. These external layers are generally shed after the entry 
process. (37, 38) 
 




Due to the structural complexity of the complex viruses, intricate regulation is 
required for the correct assembly of these different components. The details of 
the strategies are described in the following sections. 
 
1.3.4.1 Separate Assembly Lines 
 
In structurally complex viruses, different components are often assembled 
separately in different locations. Afterwards, these components will be 
transported to the same place to start the final assembly. For instance, in 
Salmonella bacteriophage P22, capsid oligomers are first built in the 
cytoplasm, afterwards they are transported together for the final viral assembly. 
The assembly of the capsid protein oligomers includes trimerization of sixfold 
capsomers, as well as the forming of the pentasymmetrons which are 
composed by a penton base and some surrounding components. After the 
forming of the procapsid, the terminase will bind to it to start the DNA 
encapsidation process. Then the tailspike will be incorporated into the capsid 




Fig. 1.6 Illustration of bacteriophage P22 Assembly (39) 
 
Fig. 1.6 Legend 
Four types of proteins assembled together to form a precursor particle, i.e., 
procapsid. Then the packaging/terminase complex was attached to the 
procapsid to start the DNA injection process. After the DNA package, the tail 
was connected with the capsid through the vertex which was previously 





The above assembly processes always require careful regulations on several 
aspects, including transportation, timing, ratios of different components and 
many others. If any of the above key points is disrupted, the viral 
morphogenesis will change a lot. For example, when either hexgon capsomers 
or penton base is missing, the virion particle cannot be formed properly, and 
the assembly intermediates in the previous step is accumulated(40). 
 
Certain assembly processes of these structurally complex viruses may also 
require chaperones. These chaperones can be either cellular origin or viral 
origin based on different types.(41) However, the precise regulation 
mechanism is not yet understood in most structurally complex viruses. 




Scaffolding proteins and peptides play important roles in accurate assembly of 
structurally complex viruses. They are found in assembly intermediates, but 
disappeared in the mature viral particles. They generally have several 
functions as listed below, promoting nucleation of capsomers, stabilizing weak 
interactions, facilitating mistake corrections, as well as determining the size 
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and shape of viral particles. (42) 
 
It is obvious that the scaffolding elements will facilitate the interactions 
between capsomers by pulling different capsomer components together at the 
initial stages of assembly. In this manner, the nucleation of capsomers can be 
easily achieved due to the increase of the capsomer concentration. Mistake 
correction is another important function during viral assembly. And it is 
especially critical for structurally complex viruses, which is due to the large 
number of elements to be checked for errors. In the absence of scaffold 
elements, many phage capsids are observed to form several strange structures, 
including tubes, elongated shells, or even icosahedrons in some extreme cases. 
Furthermore, it is found that scaffolding proteins are also involved in 
determining the correct curvature among the neighboring capsomers, which is 
essential for forming correct shell of the structurally complex viruses (43). 
 
After assembly, these scaffolding elements can be recycled in a new round of 
assembly in some cases, while in some other cases, they are removed via 






In structurally complex viruses, the newly assembled procapsids need to 
undergo several maturation processes before they reach the infectious forms. 
These maturation processes include both the morphological and stability 
changes.(18) 
 
The morphological changes generally include large structural changes, protein 
rearrangements in the capsid, scaffold removal, as well as genome packaging. 
The stability changes help the viral capsid to bear the high internal pressure 
caused by the tightly packed viral genome inside. Thus, the maturation 
processes can produce virions stable enough to protect the genome from 
unfavorable conditions outside the host cells. Moreover, the maturation 
processes also facilitate the genome packaging as well as correct delivery of 
the viral genome into the host cell. In addition, the maturation processes can 
prepare these structurally complex viruses ready for the entry process, such as 
programmed uncoating in endocytosis pathway. Therefore, the maturation 
processes are quite important during the viral life cycle in most structurally 




1.4 Introduction to electron microscopy (EM) 
 
The electron microscope is an advanced imaging technique developed in the 
20th century. The electron microscope uses high energy electron beams to 
obtain the higher resolution image of the sample. Compared with traditional 
light microscope, electron microscopy technique can achieve one thousand 
times higher resolution. Thus, it has been applied to visualize the 
conformation of large structures inside the cells(45). 
 
1.4.1 Classification and development of electron microscopy techniques 
 
The electron microscope can be divided into three types, i.e., transmission 
electron microscope (TEM), reflection electron microscope (REM), and 
scanning electron microscope (SEM). In transmission electron microscope, the 
transmitted signal of the electron beam is detected. While in the reflection 
electron microscope, the reflected beam is detected. These signals mainly 
provide the structural information of the sample. However, in the scanning 
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electron microscope, it can acquire the surface information by scanning the 
sample.(46).  
 
Among all these types of electron microscope techniques, transmission 
electron microscope (TEM) is the one that is widely used in biological 
research. However, for traditional transmission electron microscope, it can 
only produce low resolution 2D images which limit our understanding about 
the specimen. The recent development in transmission electron microscopy 
imaging techniques, such as single particle electron microscopy and electron 
tomography (ET), has enabled us to analyze complex macromolecular 
architecture in 3D with high resolution (47). 
 
1.4.2 High resolution 3D techniques in electron microscopy 
 
1.4.2.1 Single particle electron microscopy  
 
Since electron micrographs of biological specimen are very noisy, 3D 
reconstruction is used as an important image processing technique in advanced 
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single particle electron microscopy. The basic principle for 3D reconstruction 
uses the combination of different projections of the objects to obtain enough 
details for reconstruction. (Fig. 1.7) In order to reach higher resolution, 
averaging large numbers of individual projections will be performed to 












Fig. 1.7 Principle for Single particle electron microscopy  (48) 
 
Fig. 1.7 Legend 
In single particle electron microscopy, projections of many copies of the object 
are averaged together to reconstruct the correct structural model (c) by 












Single-particle technique is a zero-tilt technique, i.e., it does not require any 
tilts of the specimen holder in the EM. Zero-tilt reconstructions extract 3D 
information by exploiting all the possible random orientations that particles 
assume to have in the vitrified buffer. The two main zero-tilt techniques are 
projection matching and angular reconstitution. The images are first sorted 
into different types by projection matching. After averaging to improve the 
resolution, different types of projections are reconstructed into a 3D model 
using angular reconstitution (48, 49).  
 
Single-particle technique can intrinsically reach very high resolution levels. 
However, the only thing that limits its application in some biological studies is 
that it requires a lot of samples to exploit all the possible random orientations 
for averaging. Usually we need to take 30,000 or more photos to make a good 
model for a 100nm structure. Moreover, for observation of the intermediates 
appear in the viral life cycle, we are not able to find enough objects with exact 
the same feature to be averaged. Therefore, we cannot use single-particle 
technique in this case. 
 




The electron tomography approach requires many pictures of the same 
particles tilted into different orientations. By tilting the specimen holder in the 
EM, the researchers are able to collect projections of different angles. 
Different projections of the same particle are then reconstructed to form a 3D 













Fig. 1.8 Principle for electron tomography  (48) 
 
Fig. 1.8 Legend 
In electron tomography, different views (e) of the same particle are 













Generally, for most specimens that are not too thick, electron tomography can 
reach 4 nm resolution, which is quite high and enough for observation of large 
structures in cells. Moreover, as we do not need too many samples for 
averaging, it is possible to obtain rare structures appearing in the viral life 
cycle. Therefore, Electron tomography (ET) is uniquely suited to obtain three-
dimensional reconstructions of rare supra-molecules and large structures in 
cells (50).  
 
Electron tomography is especially suitable for the observation of pleiomorphic 
objects due to no requirement on averaging of different objects. One such case 
is that, electron tomography leads to significant advancements in the research 
of HIV assembly. The viral protein Gag plays the key role in capsid assembly 
of these pleomorphic viral particles. These Gag proteins form the particle 
surface lattice with repeating patterns. This Gag lattice assembles on the 
interior membrane of the host cells, which facilitates the recruitment other 
viral components as well as the RNA genome for viral assembly process. 
However, due to the pleomorphic character of HIV viral particles, the Gag 
lattice structure is not revealed until 2010. By using sub tomographic 
averaging technique, Lars-Anders Carlson et al., successfully reveal the Gag 
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lattice structures of both immature and intermediate forms. They also found 
that, during cellular egress, HIV release at their budding sites is initiated by 
Gag protein lattice. Furthermore, it was proved that the Gag lattice also 
recruits the host ESCRT machinery during the viral budding process (51). 
 
At the same time, electron tomography can analyze asymmetric structural 
changes during certain viral host interaction events. Therefore, electron 
tomography makes direct visualization of the viral genome packaging possible. 
For instance, Wah Chiu‟s group has already identified the genome packaging 
of cyanophage Syn5 inside its host cell, Synechococcus, through electron 
tomography technique. The Syn5 procapsid will undergo several complex 
morphological changes, including expansion and angularization. The 
scaffolding proteins are also released during this process. Then the viral DNA 
is packaged through the genome packaging vertex, i.e., the portal site. After 
the full packaging of the viral DNA, the tail structures as well as the horn 
structures are added. It is the first time that the viral genome packaging model 
is revealed in cyanophage Syn5 infected synechococcus. Therefore, it is quite 
possible that this research platform will facilitate other research in other 




Furthermore, there is even some application of advanced electron tomography 
technique in the study of the viral life cycle. For example, the whole life cycle 
of murine gammaherpesvirus is revealed by Zhou‟s group, including viral 
attachment, entry, assembly, as well as egress (Fig. 1.9). For the virus 
attachment and entry process, the study showed the direct recognition of 
cellular components of the gammaherpesvirus infected host cells. The study 
also analyzes the transient process of viral DNA injecting through nuclear pore 
complexes. They demonstrated that the invagination of nuclear membranes is 
involved in the viral genome injection process. For the viral assembly process, 
the study especially emphasizes the viral DNA packaging through the putative 
portal vertex. The results indicate that the scaffolding proteins may play 
significant role during the viral genome packaging. They also try to reveal the 
structure of the virus-induced nuclear inclusion bodies, i.e., viral assembly site 
inside the nucleus. For the egress, they carefully examine the whole viral 
egress process inside the host nucleus. The study shows that vesicle-like 
structures play important role during viral egress from the nucleus (53).  
 
There are growing applications of electron tomography in the observation of 
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virus structures and various stages of the virus life cycle in vitro and in vivo 
(19, 54-56). However, so far there is no documentation about molecular 
architectures in various stages of the SGIV viral cycle, for instance, how 
viruses attach to cells and interact with the membrane, how they penetrate into 
cells and move to the replication site, how newly synthesized viral 
components are assembled, how they are transported to membranous regions 
and how viral egress occurs. Therefore we should make full use of electron 
tomography technique to examine key stages as well as important intermediate 




Fig. 1.9 A 3D Illustration of MHV-68 Life Cycle in the Host Cell (30) 
 
 
Fig. 1.9 Legend 
Numbers from 1 to 10 indicates the early and late stage events duringMHV-68 
Life Cycle. 1. Entry 2.Transportation 3.DNA Injection 4.Assembly 5.Inclusion 
body forming 6.Membrane invaginations 7. Egress form the nucleus 






1.5 Objectives and Significance of the Project 
 
Based on the above literature review, it is easy to draw a conclusion that SGIV 
is an excellent viral host interaction model within the family Iridoviridae. 
Although much fundamental work has been carried out at the molecular level, 
such as complete genomic sequence, protein and lipid compositions of SGIV, 
very little work has been done for the careful investigation of the viral life 
cycle, for instance, how viruses attach to cells and interact with the membrane, 
how they penetrate into cells and move to the replication site, how newly 
synthesized viral components are assembled, how they are transported to 
membranous regions and how viral egress occurs. Furthermore, there is little 
documentation about the structural and functional roles of several selected 
novel viral proteins. All these gaps significantly limit our understanding of the 
structural and molecular basis of virus-host interactions. 
 
The main aim of this study was to enrich the detailed mechanism of viral 
assembly of SGIV in grouper cells using advanced TEM technique including 
electron tomography. The specific objectives of this research were to reveal 
more details about key stages of the SGIV life cycle in infected host cell by 
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closely visualizing complex architecture in viral assembly site in 3D. These 
targets include intermediate structures that appear during the virus replication, 
assembly, release, etc. In addition, it is also important to examine the structural 
and functional relationship of several selected novel viral proteins by different 
techniques, such as ORF075R. 
 
This study is important for several reasons.  
Firstly, characteristic large structures that appear in virus-infected host cells, 
are likely to provide clues to the understanding of viral infection mechanisms. 
Therefore, this research may further facilitate the development of strategies to 
combat viral infection. Secondly, this research may also provide new insights 
on studies of other viruses in the Iridoviridae family. Members of Iridoviridae 
family infect only invertebrates and poikilothermic vertebrates. Therefore, 
they are considered as ecologically important. Finally, research on SGIV is 
complementary to other studies of nuclear cytoplasmic large DNA-containing 
viruses (NCLDV), which may provide guidelines for other viral study in this 
special group, such as replication mechanism.  
 
The focus of this study was to study SGIV viral host interactions in grouper 
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embryonic cells. SGIV, a unique virus found in Southeast Asia, can cause 
significant economic loss in grouper farming. SGIV is quite unique in viral 
infection process compared with other viruses in the same family. Therefore, 
SGIV deserves further investigation. Also, studying SGIV life cycle is the 
prerequisite of the investigation of viral combat strategy. Therefore, this study 
may benefit the grouper agriculture in Southeast Asia. Finally, in this study, 
we attempt to study the viral host interaction using grouper embryonic cell line. 
Because how virus infects grouper and duplicates inside the host is very 
complicated compared to the case in the cell line, for instance, immune 
response and individual differences. (3) Therefore, studying viral host 
interactions in cell line is a common practice in the field of virology. Thus, 
viral infection inside the grouper is not focused in this study. 
 
In order to achieve the objectives above, advanced imaging techniques and 
























Chapter 2  Methodology 
 
In order to study the detailed viral assembly mechanism as well as to explore 
the structural and functional role of certain key proteins of SGIV, a variety of 
methods were used. All these methods are arranged into three parts, i.e., 
Biological sample preparation; EM sample preparation; Observation and 
analysis. The details will be described in the following paragraphs. 
 
2.1 Biological sample preparation (Dr. Wang Fan, a senior research 
associate in the lab, assisted in some of the work) 
 
2.1.1 Virus infection 
 
Grouper embryonic (GE) cells from the brown-spotted grouper 
Epinephelustauvina were used as the host cell. SGIV-infected grouper 
embryonic cells (GEC) will be selected as a model for our study on viral 
assembly using cell and molecular biology approaches in addition to the 
structural biology and imaging platforms. The SGIV virions were purified 




Conﬂuent monolayers of GE cells prepared 24h previously were infected with 
SGIV at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of approximately 1. After advanced 
cytopathic effect (CPE), 3d.p.i. when 70% cells were detached, the medium 
containing SGIV was harvested and the grouper iridovirus was puriﬁed later. 
(57) 
 
2.1.2  Anti-sense Morpholino (asMO) Design and Transfection 
 
AsMO was designed based on the full SGIV sequence (GenBank Accession 
Number_AY521625) and ORF075R sequences (5). And the sequences were 
further screened with BLAST (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) to 
prevent any unrelated gene-silencing effects. The asMOs used in the study 
were synthesized and purified by GeneTools. The sequence of asMO
075
 was 
CTCCGAAAATATCGTCGATATCCAT. The sequence of asMO
ctrl
 was 
CCTCTTACCTCAGTTACAATTTATA. AsMOs were delivered into the GE 
cells using electroporation (8). SGIV infection was initiated at 40 h.p.i. (hrs 
post transfection). Infected GEC were harvested at 48 h.p.i. for virus 
purification or at different time courses for TEM observation and Tissue 




2.1.3 Virus purification 
 
SGIV-infected cells were harvested by centrifugation for 1h at 25000 g to 
pellet down cells and viruses, then resuspended with TNE and ultrasonicated. 
Another method to homogenize the pellet included the use of syringe and 
needle. Next step was to load the sample onto the sucrose or iodixanol 
gradient and centrifuged for 1h at 25000g. The virus bands (present in 50% 
sucrose) were aspirated and sonicated, then loaded onto the CsCl gradient and 
centrifuged for 16h-18h at 35000g. The virus bands between 1.3-1.4% CsCl 
were aspirated and centrifuged for 1h at 35000g. The pellet (showing blue 
color) was finally resuspended using a small volume of TNE for observation. 
 
The purity of virus was examined by negative staining under transmission 
electron microscopy (JEOL 100 CXII) 
 
2.1.4  TCID50 test 
 
The asMOs transfected GE cells were harvested, homogenized and centrifuged 




 to infect GE cells. 
And every dilution was repeated for 8 times in order to perform the TCID50 
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assay. The viral titers were further calculated using the Spearman-Karber 
method (5). 
 
2.1.5 Virion Treatment 
Before TEM observation, the purified SGIV virions (10 µl proteins) were first 
loaded on the EM grid. The grid was further incubated in 20 µl of PBS with 
Proteinase K for 30 mins, followed by a treatment of NP40 for 20 mins or 1 
hour at 30°C. For the disruption experiment before immunogold labeling, the 
grids with purified SGIV virions were further incubated in 20 µl of PBS with 
10 mM DTT and 0.5% NP40 for 10mins at 30°C. 
2.1.6 Virion Phosphorylation and Dissociation Assay 
The purified SGIV virions (100 µg proteins) were incubated in 20 µl of PBS 
with 10 mM DTT and 0.5% NP40 for 4 hrs at 30°C in the presence or absence 
of 1 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM ATP. In one of the parallel experiments, 200 U of 
calf intestinal phosphatase (CIP; NEB) was also added into the incubation 
mixture. The mixture was then layered onto 200 µl of 30% (wt/vol) sucrose 
and centrifuged at 20000g for 30min. The 20 µl of supernatant above the 
interface containing released soluble proteins was collected. The pellet in the 
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bottom containing insoluble viral fractions was also collected for further 
Western blotting test.  
2.1.7 SDS-PAGE and Western Blotting 
During the Western blotting, proteins were electrophoretically transferred to 
polyvinylidenedifluoride (PVDF) membranes. Western blots were developed 
using horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody from Pharmacia 
and the Pierce ECL western blotting substrate according to the manufacturers‟ 
protocol. Nonspecific binding was minimized by using TBST washing buffer 
(0.1%  Tween 20 in TBS, PH 7.4). 
 
2.2 EM sample preparation 
 
The monolayer of GE cell cultures was infected with SGIV. After the 
appearance of advanced CPE from 36 to 48 h.p.i., the virus-infected GP cells 
were harvested and pelleted by centrifugation. Then the sample would undergo 
a series of experimental approaches, including fixation, staining, substitution 






2.2.1.1 Chemical fixation 
 
The sample was fixed using 2.5% glutaraldehyde in cacodylate buffer / PBS 
for 2–3 h at pH7.2. Then it was washed with cacodylate buffer / PBS. Post-
ﬁxation was done by treating the sample with 1% osmium tetroxide for 1 h, 
followed by dehydrating in an ascending series of ethanol, i.e., 30%, 50%, 
70%, and 100%. After that, the sample was infiltrated and embedded in resin, 
then the block was sectioned 90 nm-150 nm using ultramicrotome (Leica). 
The sections were placed on naked or carbon coated grids (100 mesh, copper). 
The sections were further double-stained (saturated aqueous uranyl acetate and 




Cryofixation has long been known to provide a much-improved structural and 
biochemical preservation of cell that is close to its native state relative to 
traditional chemical fixation protocols. (59)Unlike traditional slow and 
selective chemical fixation, cryofixation is fast and results in immediate arrest 
of biological events. The preservation is much better because the sample is in 
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or close to native state. Cryofixation also avoids chemical modifications of the 
sample. Therefore cryofixation enable us to capture more detailed or even 
unstable and transit features in biological samples. 
 
During the high pressure freezing process, the samples were chilled to -180 
degree at ultra-rapid cooling rates to reduce large ice crystals that interferes 
the contrast and to prevent structural damages of cryofixed cells. The 
cryofixation was performed using HPF 02 Compact High Pressure Freezing 
Machine by M. WOHLWEND. Following HPF, the frozen specimen was 
immersed in a fixative contains 2% osmium tetroxide and 0.5% uranyl acetate 
in 98% acetone, and 2% water. The intact frozen samples very slowly melt 
into the organic fixative, fixing everything in place. The melting water 
molecules were replaced with organic solvent. And the heavy metal was 
deposited for contrast. The freeze substitution was performed by Leica AFS 
Freeze Substitution Machine. The freeze substitution program was set to be–
90°C for 12 h, then warmed slowly to –60°C (3°/h), hold at –60°C for 9 h, 





2.2.2 Microtomy (Ultrathin sections of the virus-infected cells) 
 
The resin-embedded biological samples were sectioned into 90 nm-150 nm 
using ultramicrotome (Leica). Then the sections were placed on naked or 
carbon coated grids (100 mesh, copper). After that double-staining were 
performed using saturated aqueous uranyl acetate and lead citrate. After drying, 
the stained sections were ready for further observation under electron 
microscopy. 
 
2.2.3 The staining of sections 
 
The sample was first stained using 2% uranyl acetate for 10 to 15 minutes. 
Then the grid was washed with DD H2O for 6 times, 2minutes per time. After 
that, the sample was stained in 1% lead citrate for 10 to 15 minutes. Solid 
NaOH was added in the incubator 10 min before the second staining, which 
helped to absorb the CO2 in the air, to avoid sample precipitation. Then the 
grid was washed with DD H2O for 6 times, 2minutes per time. Finally, the 




2.2.4 Immunogold labeling 
 
Due to high electron density of gold, immunogold labeling is frequently used 
as a staining technique in electron microscopy. Colloidal gold particles are 
often designed to bind to the secondary antibodies. After proper immune 
interaction between the primary antibodies and secondary antibodies, these 
gold particles are attached to a specific protein or other cell component of 
interest. After immunogold labeling, high contrast dark spots can be seen 
under electron microscopy, which in turn indicate the location of the specific 
proteins or cell components of interests. 
 
2.2.4.1 Immunogold labeling  
 
The grid with the samples was first incubated with the blocking buffer 
containing 5% BSA, 5% normal goat serum, 0.1% cold water fish skin gelatin, 
10mM phosphate and 150mM NaCl, PH7.4. The grid was normally treated for 
30 minutes. After that, the grid was washed with incubator buffer (0.1% 
Aurion BSA-C, 15mM NaN3, 10mM phosphate and 150mM NaCl, PH7.4) for 
5 minutes before primary antibody incubation. Usually 10 to 100 fold dilution 
was used based on different experiment conditions. Then the grid was washed 
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with incubation buffer for 3 times, 5 minutes per time. After that, secondary 
antibody conjugated with proper gold particle size was used for the secondary 
incubation, which usually lasted for 1hr at room temperature. Then the grid 
was washed with incubation buffer for 6 times, 5 minutes per time, which was 
followed by PBS wash for 3 times, 5minutes per time. The final step before 
staining was to rinse the grid in DD H2O for 5 times, 2minutes per time. Then 
10ul 1.5% PTA was applied on the surface of the grid for staining purpose. 
After 30 second, the PTA was removed. Then the grids were kept in the 
dehumidifier for further TEM observation. 
 
2.2.4.2. Antibodies 
The purified recombinant ORF075R protein was used to produce the rabbit 
anti-ORF075R polyclonal antibody. The monoclonal antibody (MAb) to actin 
was from Chemicon. Horseradish peroxidase-conjugated donkey anti-mouse 
and donkey anti-rabbit polyclonal antibodies were from Pharmacia. Goat anti 
rabbit gold particles (25 nm) and goat anti mouse gold particles (15 nm) was 




2.3. Observation and analysis 
 
2.3.1 Observation parameter 
 
The magniﬁcation was set to 30,000x or 15,000x (depends on the size of the 
viral assembly intermediates). The specimen was tilted from - 60° to +60° 
with 2° interval using the tomography software Xplore 3D or was carried out 
manually. The tomographic tilt series was recorded under the above conditions 
using the „Digital Micrograph‟ Image Recording Package. The defocus was 
maintained around -2 μm using the autofocusing function in the Xplore 3D 
software. The autotracking function was applied after the image was taken at 
each tilting angle. 
 
2.3.2 Data Processing 
 
2.3.2.1 Tomography Reconstruction 
 
For single-axis tilt series, the Protomo package (62) was used for 
reconstruction. Frames in a tilt series were aligned using Protomo‟s marker-
free alignment method by cross-correlation, and 3D reconstructions were 
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computed by weighted back-projection algorithm.  
 
For dual-axis tilt series, x and y axis tilt series were reconstructed separately as 
described above and combined using eTomo in IMOD package (63). To merge 
the reconstructions from x and y axis tilt series, select at least ﬁve features for 
matching the tomograms in eTomo‟s “Tomogram Combination” process. 
 
The workflow is described as bellow: 
 
Pre-processing was done after viewing X-ray model and creating fixed stack. 
Then coarse alignment was carried out through calculating cross correlation 
and generating coarse aligned stack. After that, it was then possible to create a 
fiducial model based on the position of gold particles. Alignment of serial tilts, 
also known as fine alignment, was the critical step during tomography 
reconstruction, as this step helps to reduce the residual error mean. It should 
be noted that the data sets with smaller pixel sizes generally have larger 
residual error means. This step was repeated until the residual error mean and 
sd were approximately one under the errors tab. Afterward, the data set was 
sampled to create three small reconstructions. Creating boundary model was 
an important step here, which referred to creating a model to define the top 
and bottom surfaces of each reconstruction. After creating final alignment and 
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full aligned stack, full-size tomogram generation was done. For dual-axis tilt 
series, an additional tomogram combination should be done after all the above 
process was done on both x and y axis tilt series. Post-processing was the last 
step including determine the X, Y and Z ranges for the final volume, trim 
volume, reduce factor in X, Y, Z by proper ratio, as well as squeeze volume. 
(63) 
 
More details can be found in appendix Details of Data processing of Dual-axis 
sample using eTomo.  
 
2.3.2.2 Other Data Processing 
 
Segmentation, visualization, snap-shot capture, and video creation were 
carried out using Amira 5.2.0 software (Visage Imaging, Inc.). Segmentation 
was performed based on the density and morphology characteristics of 















Visualizing assembly intermediates and budding 












Chapter 3 Visualizing assembly intermediates and budding structures of 
Singapore grouper iridovirus 
 
The main objective of this chapter was to enrich the detailed mechanism of 
viral assembly of SGIV in grouper cells using traditional 2D electron 
microscopy as well as 3D electron tomography technique. It mainly focused 
on the macromolecular structures that appear in different key intermediate 
stages of viral host interaction. 
 
3.1 Observation of SGIV Life Cycle in Different SGIV Infection Stages 
 
To determine which time point is the best stage for virus life cycle study, 
SGIV-infected grouper embryonic cells were fixed by using high pressure 
freezing technique at different time points post-infection (p.i.), followed by the 
resin substitution process. Then the samples were sectioned, and visualized 
under high resolution electron microscopy. And the samples with features of 
interest were further observed by tomography technique to collect tilt series 




Within one hour post-infection, SGIV was found attached to the cell 
membrane and entered the cell via endocytosis(10)(Fig. 3.1A). After that, the 
virus turned off the host translation machinery and replicated its genome and 
synthesized its own proteins. One of the characteristics of SGIV is that it 
formed large viral assembly site (VAS) in cytoplasm (Fig. 3.1B)(3). Then the 
new virion was assembled in VAS, formed a paracrystalline array and budding 
into the vacuoles (Fig. 3.1C1).  
 
Two different mechanisms of virion releasing were found in the late stage of 
viral infection. The first one is virions release by cell lysis after the forming of 
large amount of paracrystalline arrays (Fig. 3.1 C2, D2), the other one is 
through the budding process (Fig. 3.1 C1, D1), including a novel internal 
budding process and a normal budding process as described in other related 
researches before.(3) 
 
For the first virion releasing mechanism(Fig. 3.1 C2, D2), the mature virion 
particles were derived from the paracrystalline arrays, most of the substrates 
inside VAS were consumed by viral assembly process and the substances 
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concentration between the virions was lower, as indicated by the lower 
electron density under EM observation, i.e., the lighter background 
surrounding the virion particles in the paracrystalline arrays areas. The mature 
virions released by this mechanism were always without envelopes.  
 
For the budding process, except for the normal budding out process, i.e., the 
mature virions moved to the cell periphery and form the budding structures 
contain one or several virion particles. This appears to be a novel internal 
budding process. During the internal budding process (Fig. 3.1 C1, D1), in the 
late stage, most of the substrates inside the cell have been consumed by virus 
for its own packaging and the cell was full of vacuoles and enveloped virus 
(Fig. 3.1D1). During this stage, these internal budding vesicles might grow 
larger and even merged with the cell membrane to release the mature virions 
or being released after cells lysis. The infectious virions particles released by 
this mechanism were always with envelopes.  
 
The following paragraphs will describe the details of each stage during the 










Fig. 3.1 Legend 
A. A SGIV virion particle attached to the GE cell membrane to initiate the 
endocytosis process. This immediate early stage feature was obtained from 
0.5h 27°C SGIV infection with MOI equals 30. B. The viral assembly site was 
formed in a distinct area inside the cytoplasm of the SGIV-infected GE cell. 
This early stage feature was obtained from 1h 27°C SGIV infection with MOI 
equals 30. C1. A three layer structure was found during the middle stage of 
SGIV infection. The innermost layer is the viral assembly site.  The middle 
layer consists of many regular arranged mature virion particles, which might 
be the paracrystalline array (arrow). The outermost layer contains many tubule 
and vesicle-liked structures (empty arrow). These three layers were connected 
with each other to form a very complex large structure. This middle stage 
feature was obtained from 8h 27°C SGIV infection with MOI equals 5. D1. 
Tubule and vesicle-liked structures were distributed within the SGIV-infected 
GE cell. Some are connected with the cell membrane to release the virion to 
the environment. This late stage feature was obtained from 24h 27°C SGIV 
infection with MOI equals 5. C2. A paracrystalline array area was found 
during the middle stage of SGIV infection. This middle stage feature was 
obtained from 8h 27°C SGIV infection with MOI equals 5. D2. Well-
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developed viral paracrystalline arrays were found during the late stage of 
SGIV infection. Virion particles might be released by cell lysis to produce 
unenveloped particles. This late stage feature was obtained from 24h 27°C 




3.2 Immediate Early Stage of SGIV Infection in Grouper Embryonic 
Cells : Entry 
 
The entry structures were found mostly in the early stage of infection. As early 
as 30 mins post infection, viruses could be found attached to the plasma 
membrane of the grouper embryonic cells to initiate the endocytosis process as 
seen in subfigure A to D in Figure 3.2. Several types of the endocytosis 
structures were also found in the early stages. The engulfing patterns could 
easily be seen in subfigure B to D in Figure 3.2. And the virions were inside 
the engulfing structures at the plasma membrane, which indicated that the 
engulfing patterns were actually caused by the viral infection. Vesicle-like 
structures with virions inside were another important findings during the entry 
process.  
 
Therefore, based on the above entry related structures we found at the early 
stage of the infection, the entry process was probably through endocytosis, not 
the direct nuclear materials injection as in some other phages(64). Another fact 
that might contribute to this conclusion is that, until now, there is no empty 
capsid-like structure found at the plasma membrane of the grouper embryonic 
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cells. If the injection model is the correct model for the virions to initiate their 
infection process, then there would be possibilities to observe some empty 
capsid just after the nuclear materials injection at the plasma membrane. 
Therefore, the absence of the empty capsid-like structures indicated that the 
injection model might not be the correct model for the entry process. Hence, 
the endocytosis model might be the correct or the major model for the entry 
process in SGIV-infected grouper embryonic cells. 
 
We also observed that the entry virions were not naked, which actually had an 
outer capsid layer indicated by some short filaments at the outermost layer 
(Fig.3.2 E). Our previous study demonstrated that the outmost layer might 
contain extrusions of capsid proteins and also lipid molecules(7). However it 
was not observed clearly on the purified virion particles under conventional 
EM due to the disruption during the hash purification process. The outmost 
layer might interact with cell membrane to initiate subsequent entry process 
(Fig.3.2 A-D) via clathrin-mediated endocytosis in a pH-dependent 
manner(64). A similar outmost layer was also observed in lymphocystis 




Fig. 3.2 Immediate Early Stage of SGIV Infection in Grouper Embryonic 
Cells : Entry 
 
 
Fig. 3.2 Legend 
The subfigures A to D show the attachment and the engulfing pattern of 
endocytosis caused by SGIV infection in grouper embryonic cells. A. A virion 
particle attached to the cell membrane. B-D. The engulfing pattern of 
endocytosis was observed during the entry process. Subfigure E shows a 
virion particle with outer capsid layer indicated by some short filaments at the 
outermost layer. Subfigures A to E were observed from 30 mins 27°C SGIV 




3.3 Assembly Intermediates in viral assembly site 
 
Because the middle stage contains most of the viral assembly events, we 
choose this stage as the point of study to explore viral assembly process (Fig. 
3.1C1). The detailed findings are described in the following paragraphs.  
 
3.3.1 Pre-packaging events in Viral Assembly Site (VAS) 
 
The viral assembly site is the distinct venue within the cytoplasm where the 
virion assembly occurs (Fig. 3.3.1 A). Viral assembly site usually contains less 
cellular organelles when compared with other locations inside the cytoplasm. 
At the early stage of infection, i.e., one hour post-infection after SGIV 
infection, the VAS was formed, surrounding by many mitochondria (3.3.1 B). 
This finding is consistent with other members of large DNA virus, for instance, 
African swine fever virus (AFSV) also has a VAS surrounded by the large 
clusters of mitochondria(66).These mitochondria might be used to provide the 




In the case of SGIV, the assembly process in cytoplasm refers to the capsid 
assembly and packaging of core materials. After synthesis of the genetic 
materials of SGIV, these genetic materials are further transferred to the VAS to 
undergo some modifications as well as to prepare themselves for packaging. 
The channel between the nucleus and the VAS might facilitate the 
transportation process of these genetic materials (Fig. 3.3.1 C). After mRNA 
translation, peptides of the capsid structural proteins as well as other important 
proteins in viral life cycle are synthesized. After that, these peptides are 
assembled together to form all kinds of capsid assembly intermediates in the 







Fig. 3.3.1 Early Stage of SGIV Infection in Grouper Embryonic Cells : 




Fig. 3.3.1 Legend 
The viral assembly site (VAS) was formed in the early stage of SGIV infection. 
A. VAS appears in the cytoplasm, surrounded by the mitochondria. B. 
Enlarged image to show mitochondria (solid arrow heads), and viral particles 
in VAS (arrows). C. The VAS was connected the nucleus via channel 
structures (arrows). Subfigures A to C are observed from 1h 27°C SGIV 





3.3.2 SGIV Packaging in Viral Assembly Site 
 
To reveal the capsid assembly process, SGIV-infected grouper embryonic cells 
were carefully examined by TEM and electron tomography at different stages 
of viral infection. And numerous key assembly intermediates appearing in the 
viral life cycle were found.  
 
Figure 3.3.2 shows all the major assembly intermediates appeared in VAS. The 
following assembly intermediates were found inside VAS, the membranous 
small curly structures (subfigure B), the crescent shaped structures with 
curvatures at the edge (subfigure C), the properly bend crescent shaped 
structures (subfigure D), the hexagon-like structures with opening at one side 
(subfigure E), mature virion particles with properly condensed core materials 
(subfigure F). The following paragraph will describe some details about these 
major intermediates of different capsid assembly processes as shown in Figure 
3.3.2. 
 
At the very early stage of SGIV assembly, circular (solid arrow head) and 
linear membranous (arrow) structures were observed near VAS, which might 
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come from ER (Fig.3.3.2 A). Our earlier lipidomic analysis of the viral lipid 
compositions showed that SGIV contains a high proportion of 
phosphatidylinositol which is also a feature of ER lipid compositions (7). 
These circular and linear membranous structures might be the precursors of 
the single layered small curly structures found in later stages as they all are 
single layered structures while the remaining assembly intermediates have a 
double layered shell. Other investigations in the family of large DNA viruses 
also supported that these ER derived single-layered membranes are the 
precursors for viral assembly (67). 
 
In subfigure B of Figure3.3.2, i.e., the early stage of infection, it was found 
that there existed some single layered small curly structures inside the viral 
assembly site. These small curly structures had similar density compared with 
other capsid structures. The ER-derived single layered membranes might serve 
as precursors to form these small curly structures inside the VAS. And the 
crescent shaped structures with curvatures at the edge were also found slightly 
later in VAS, which is shown in subfigure C of Fig. 3.3.2. These crescent 
shaped structures with curvatures at the edge contain a double layer structure 
and share the same feature with the viral capsid. The previously formed single 
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layered membrane structures might recruit capsid proteins to the outer layer to 
form the two layered crescent-shaped structures with curvatures at the edge. 
This finding is consistent with our unpublished data, which shows that, after 
the single particle reconstruction, the SGIV virion particle contains a two 
layered shell, i.e., an inner lipid envelope (solid arrow head) and an outer 
capsid (arrow) (Fig.3.3.2 C). 
 
The small curly structures and the crescent shaped structures with curvatures 
at the edge might be the precursor of the properly bend crescent shaped 
structures, as they are commonly found in the early stage of viral infection and 
have a similar density compared with other assembly intermediates under 
electron microscopy. However, it is still not very clear about the exact 
assembly model for these early intermediates, which is due to the lack of the 
infection time schedule caused by the heterogeneous nature of the infection 
process. 
 
In subfigure D of Figure 3.3.2, as the infection moves on, many properly bend 
crescent shaped structures were found in VAS. This finding is consistent with 
the previous observation in other viruses of the iridoviruses family. (67, 68) 
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This finding also indicates that the crescent shaped structures with curvatures 
at the edge might unfold themselves and form the properly bend crescent 
shaped structures.  
 
Another important finding is that the curvature change from the crescent shape 
with curvatures to hexagonal shape occurred concurrently with the formation 
of electron dense layers underneath the inner lipid layer (Fig. 3.3.2 C to F).In 
Figure3.3.2D, the arrows showed that a middle layer (arrow 2) was formed 
during the generation of the properly bend crescent shaped structures(arrow). 
During this process, some SGIV lipid-binding proteins, such as ORF026, 075, 
089, 090 and 101, might interact with the inner membranes to facilitate the 
conformational changes or serve as precursors to recruit other core proteins to 
form the hexagonal-shaped structures with middle layers, which indicated by a 
thick layer with high electron density under electron microscopy. Envelope 
proteins identified from other studies, such as Ranagrylio virus (RGV) 
envelope protein 2L (a homolog of SGIV ORF019) (69) and FV3 53R (a 





The two layered shell of the iridoviruses is important for the formation of the 
electron dense middle layers as no such structures with electron dense layers 
without the outer shell was found inside the viral assembly sites. However, 
these electron dense layers may not be essential for the forming of the 
hexagonal structures as some incorrectly assembled empty hexagonal capsids 
without the electron dense materials inside were also observed inside the VAS 
after ORF075 knockdown (Fig. 4.2B). This finding indicated that the 
outermost double layered shell could make the electron dense middle layers 
stable and it is essential for the forming of the electron dense middle layers. 
 
After that, these properly bend crescent shaped structures grow to form the 
hexagon-like structures with opening at one side. In subfigure E of Figure 
3.3.2, the regular hexagon-like structures with an opening on one side were 
observed. The opening on one side was believed to be the entrance for the 
viral DNA to be packaged inside the capsid, as the majority of the virions did 
not have any core materials inside during this stage. The DNA might be 
packed and injected into the core region through the opening with the help of 
DNA binding and compacting protein(s) or other DNA injection machinery. 
This conclusion is consistent with the finding of previous studies on other 
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viruses of the iridoviruses family. (3) 
 
Some core materials will then be packed inside the hexagon-like structures to 
form the complete hexagon-like structures with some core materials. Finally, 
in the late stage of infection, the virion particles with fully packed genome and 
the mature virion particles with properly condensed core are eventually 
formed. (subfigure F of Figure 3.3.2) They are complete regular hexagon-like 
structures with a core containing of packed DNA. The staining of the core 
material and the middle layer in mature virion particles was lighter compared 
with those of the virion appearing in the previous stage, i.e., the DNA packing 
process. It might be caused by some maturation processes, for instance, the 
degradation of the package protein and other components of the packaging 
machinery. It was also found that the capsid itself was much thinner in mature 
virion than that of the assembly intermediates, which might be due to the 
expansion of core material or degradation of some packaging proteins. The 
double layer structure allowed the capsid to change the thickness when under 
different tension during different assembly stages. This character might 




Fig. 3.3.2 Intermediate Stage of SGIV Infection in Grouper Embryonic 




Fig. 3.3.2 Legend 
The assembly intermediates were obtained from the viral assembly sites of 
SGIV infected GE cells. A. Circular (solid arrow head) and linear 
membranous (arrow) structures were observed near VAS from 1h 27 °C SGIV 
infection with MOI equals 30. B. The small curly structures were observed 
from 2h 4 °C SGIV infection with MOI equals 30. C. The crescent shaped 
structures with curvatures at the edge were observed from 2h 27°C SGIV 
infection with MOI equals 30. Left panel was TEM observation (data from 
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Tran), right panel was tomography reconstructed structures with double layers. 
D. The properly bend crescent shaped structures were observed from 8h 27°C 
SGIV infection with MOI equals 5. E. The hexagon-like structures with 
opening at one side (arrow) were observed from 8h 27°C SGIV infection with 
MOI equals 5. F. The mature virion particles (empty arrow) were observed 
















Furthermore, besides the above observations through the 2D technique, the 
advanced tomography techniques also play an important role in the 
identification of some important structures appeared inside VAS. Because of 
the ultrathin sectioning and observation angle, some features may not be seen 
through 2D electron microscopy. However, some of the hindered features 
could be seen under different angles by using the advanced tomography 
techniques. Therefore, we managed to get more features to build the model 
with enriched details. The more information we got, the easier we can sort out 
these structures as well as deduce the correct model of the viral life cycle with 
more confidence. 
 
One application of the advanced tomography techniques in this research on 
SGIV infection is to sort out the intermediate structures based on their detailed 
features. For instance, sometimes, we can find some empty capsid-like 
structures in the viral assembly site based on 2D electron microscopy. 
However, these empty capsid-like structures observed in 2D are not really 
empty as observed. It is caused by the sectioning process as well as the 
observation angle. (Figure 3.3.3) At angle -60 to 0 degree, the object of 
interest showed the full hexagon shape. However at angle 0 to 60 degree, it 
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showed that it was a hexagon-like structure with opening at one side. After we 
obtained the 3D tomography flipping clips, we found that actually they were 
hexagon-like structures with opening at one side or hexagon-like structures 
with some core materials inside. This is why we did not include the empty 














A-E The tilts serials of the hexagon-like structures in VAS under TEM. F-J 
The processed images of the hexagon like structures using tomography 
technique. The empty hexagon like structure is indicated by the arrow. The 
mature hexagon like structure was indicated by the empty arrow. The empty 
hexagon like structure was actually the hexagon like structure with opening at 
one side when under high angle (+20, +40). The double layered capsid layer 
and the middle layer could be seen clearly in the processed images. K-L 




3.4 Paracrystalline Array in Viral Assembly Site 
As the infection moved forward, more and more mature virions could be seen 
inside the viral assembly site. And these mature virions were arranged 
regularly and formed distinct patterns. These patterns looked like some small 
islands inside the viral assembly site at the early stage of infection. And these 
small island-like structures grew and expanded themselves as the infection 
process moves forward. At the very late stage of viral infection, these island-
like structures merged with each other to form a very large paracrystalline 
array inside VAS. (Fig. 3.4.1) The tomography technique also confirmed the 
finding above that the paracrystalline array in the late stages were connected 
with each other to form a huge network inside the viral assembly site. 
 
During virion packaging process, the materials for virion assembly were 
continuously consumed and the condensed viral assembly region became 
lighter under EM observation (Fig. 3.4.2 A), which indicated a “hollowing out” 
were occurring in the paracrystalline array region.  Emergence of a large 
number of well-packaged viruses was accompanied with less materials 
between virions(Fig. 3.4.2 a, b), which might provide space for later vacuoles 
formation and intracellular budding (Fig. 3.4.2 B). 
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Fig. 3.4.1 The formation of the paracrystalline array structures inside the 
viral assembly site. 
 
 
Fig. 3.4.1 Legend 
The subfigures A to D show the paracrystalline array structures inside the viral 
assembly site caused by SGIV infection in grouper embryonic cells. The scale 
bars in all the subfigures are 1µm. Subfigures A and B were observed from 8h 
27°C SGIV infection with MOI equals 5. Subfigure C and D were observed 
from 24h 27°C SGIV infection with MOI equals 5. 
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Fig. 3.4.2 Hollowing Out in Paracrystalline Array Region 
 
 
Fig. 3.4.2 Legend 
A. A typical middle stage SGIV infected GE cell with clear Paracrystalline 
Array region was observed from 8h 27°C SGIV infection with MOI equals 5. 
a. The regular arranged pattern of virion particles with lighter background was 
observed inside the viral assembly site. b. The Paracrystalline Array region 
with lighter background was observed at the periphery of the viral assembly 
site. a-b are the zoomed in area of subfigure A. B. Hollowing Out structures in 




3.5. Tubule and Vesicle-Like Structures During Internal budding process 
 
Careful observation of the infection process led to the discovery of the tubule 
and vesicle-like structures caused by SGIV infection in grouper embryonic 
cells. Besides the paracrystalline arrays formation, the internal budding 
structures are another important late stage structures before final virion 
releasing stage. These structures were found as early as the middle stages of 
the viral life cycle and became more and more abundant and with complicated 
structures as the infection moved forward. Figure 3.5.1 shows the tubule and 
vesicle-like structure in SGIV infected grouper embryonic cells. The 
universality of the existence of tubule and vesicle-like structure in almost all 
stages of infection, might reflect the importance of these structures. 
Sometimes these tubule and vesicle-like structures were found connected with 
the cell membrane to release the virions to the outside. (subfigure C of Figure 
3.5.1) This finding indicated that the tubule and vesicle-like structure might 
play an important role during the transportation process. The tubule and 
vesicle-like structure appeared inside the big vesicle chamber, an empty area 
inside the grouper embryonic cells as shown in the subfigure A, B and C of 
Figure 3.5.1. It was clear to see that there were virions inside the tubule and 
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vesicle-like structures. Some of the virions were in separate vesicles, some 
even formed virion strings inside the tubule-like membrane structures. In some 
cases, the tubule-like membrane structures and other small vesicles might even 
connect with each other to form a membrane network. It was also found that 
the complexity of such membrane network increased as the infection moved 
forward, i.e., more and more tubule-like membrane structures were linked 
together to form a very complex network at the late stages of infection. 









Fig. 3.5.1 Development of internal budding vesicles, i.e., the Tubule and 
Vesicle-Like Structures, during middle and late Stages of SGIV Infection 
in Grouper Embryonic Cells. 
 
 
Fig. 3.5.1 Legend 
 A. Less internal budding vesicles were present and the nucleus was large. This 
image was obtained from 8h 27°C SGIV infection with MOI equals 30; B. 
More internal budding vesicles with a smaller nucleus were found in samples 
of 8h 27°C SGIV infection with MOI equals 30; C. The internal budding 
vesicles (empty arrow) fused with the cell membrane to release the virion 
particles. Furthermore, the nucleus became much smaller. This image was 




The second finding about these tubule and vesicle-like structures was that they 
were always connected with VAS as shown in Figure 3.5.2.This would 
indicate that there might be some exchanges between these two structures. 
One possible explanation might be that the newly synthesized virions might 
use the tubule and vesicle-like structure to transport to other venues inside the 
host cells. This finding may also give us some hints of the origins of these 










Fig. 3.5.2 The connection between tubule and vesicle-like structures and 
the viral assembly sites 
 
 
Fig. 3.5.2 Legend 
The subfigures A to D show the connection (arrows) between tubule and 
vesicle like internal budding structures and the VAS in SGIV infected grouper 
embryonic cells. In subfigure A and C, internal budding structures with simple 
structures were found. The internal budding vesicles were smaller with few 
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virions inside (arrows). In subfigure B and D, internal budding structures with 
complex structures were found. The internal budding vesicles were large with 
a complex network of tubules and small vesicles inside (empty arrows). 
Subfigures A, B and C were observed from 8h 27°C SGIV infection with MOI 

















Another important finding is about the generation of these tubule and vesicle-
like structures in SGIV infected grouper embryonic cells. To further explore 
how assembled virion completes its budding process and acquires its envelops, 
we did a Z-stack serial section and tried to rebuild the virion budding events in 
3D. Figure 3.5.3 contains images obtained from the serial sections, i.e., the 
continuous sections of the same resin blocks. Parts of the images should be 
rotated for the convenience of comparison. By observing the serial sections of 
the same cells, we could find that the tubule and vesicle-like membrane 
structures were rich of details. Figure 3.5.3A1 B1 shows that these large 
vesicles inside the SGIV infected cells are always surrounded by the virions at 
their margins. The squares indicate the same positions of the same cells on 
different sections in subfigures A and B. We can easily see different structures 
appearing in different layers, for instance, the subfigure A1 show a circle of 
virions, while in subfigure B1 a large vesicle structure could be seen in the 
same position. Also, when comparing subfigure A2 and subfigure B2, viral 
budding structure can be found in subfigure B2 while there was nothing inside 
the large vesicle structure in the same position of subfigure A2. We could only 
see a virion start to form the budding structure at the margin of the large 
vesicle structure. Furthermore, from subfigure A3, B3 and subfigure A4, B4 of 
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Figure3.5.3, the tubule and vesicle-like membrane network form different 
complexity at the same position in the same cells.  
 
Figure 3.5.4 and Figure 3.5.5show both early and late stage features of the 
tubule and vesicle-like structures in SGIV infected grouper embryonic cells 
with different infection conditions. Early features in Figure3.5.4 contained 
more small vesicles-like structures inside the large vesicle chamber, while late 
features in Figure 3.5.5 contain more tubule-like structures and might even 
form network in some cases. The tomography data in Fig. 3.5.6 also confirmed 
that the connections between these tubule-like structures were real, as these 




. Therefore, the existence and 








Fig. 3.5.3 Legend 
The subfigures A and B show the Z-stack serial section images of the same 
SGIV infected grouper embryonic cell with typical Tubule-Vesicle Liked 
Structures. Subfigures A1 to A4, B1 to B4 are enlarged images of subfigures A 
and B with focus on specific features respectively. The square symbols in the 
subfigures A and B show the zoomed-in areas in subfigures A1 to A4 and B1 
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to B4 respectively. A1, B1. Virion particles surrounded a vesicle; A2, B2. 
Virion particles started to bud into the vesicle; A3, B3. Budding structures 
with few virion particles were formed inside the vesicle; A4, B4. Budding 
vesicles contain Tubule-Vesicle Like structures with many virions inside were 
observed. Arrows indicate the mitochondria surrounding these internal 
budding structures. In Figure A4, the tubule-like structure is indicated by 
arrow, while the vesicle-like structure is indicated by solid arrow head. All the 





Fig. 3.5.4 Early stage features of the tubule and vesicle-like structures in 
SGIV infected grouper embryonic cells with different infection conditions. 
 
Fig. 3.5.4 Legend 
The subfigures A to F show the early stage features of the tubule and vesicle-
like structures in SGIV infected grouper embryonic cells with different 
infection conditions. The scale bars in all the subfigures are 200nm. 
Subfigures A to C were observed from 8h 27°C SGIV infection with MOI 
equals 5. Subfigures D to F were observed from 24h 27°C SGIV infection 
with MOI equals 5. 
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Fig. 3.5.5 Late stage features of the tubule and vesicle-like structures in 
SGIV infected grouper embryonic cells with different infection conditions. 
 
 
Fig. 3.5.5 Legend 
The subfigures A to F show the late stage features of the tubule and vesicle-
like structures in SGIV infected grouper embryonic cells with different 
infection conditions. The scale bars in all the subfigures are 200nm. 
Subfigures A to C were observed from 8h 27°C SGIV infection with MOI 
equals 5. Subfigures D to F were observed from 24h 27°C SGIV infection 




Fig. 3.5.6 Tomography of the tubule and vesicle-like structures 
 
 
Fig. 3.5.6 Legend 
A-E The tilts serials of the tubule and vesicle-like structures under TEM. The 
connection between these tubule and vesicle-like structures was indicated by 
the white square. The connection could be clearly observed even under very 
high angle (-60, +60). The data was acquired from 8h 27°C SGIV infection 





3.6 A Three-layered Structures During Infection 
 
Figure 3.6.1 shows that a three-layered structure was found inside the SGIV-
infected grouper embryonic cells. The innermost layer is the viral assembly 
site where the virions are assembled properly to form the mature ones with 
right structure.  The middle layer consists of many regularly arranged mature 
virion particles, which might be the paracrystalline array as observed in 
previous research. The outermost layer contains many Tubule and Vesicle-like 
structures. These three layers connect with each other to form a very complex 
large structure.  
 
Serial section technique plays a key role during the data collection of this 
three-layered structure. Based on the serial section technique, different 
sections of the same cell were collected and observed. After alignment with 
proper features, we are able to observe the structures of interest in different 
layers, i.e., different z positions.  
 
Based on the data collected using the serial section technique, it was found 
that as the cutting went on, i.e., from the outermost part of the cell to the core 
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of nucleus, the third layer, i.e., the outermost layer of the three-layered 
structure, decreased in its size, while the first layer increased. At first, only the 
third layer and the second layer were observed. After that, the third layer 
shank while the second layer expanded. Then the first layer finally appeared 
and increased its size as the cutting moved forward. Based on these 
observations, it was confirmed that the viral assembly site, the paracrystalline 
array-like structure as well as the tubule and vesicle-like structures were 








Fig. 3.6.1 A Three-layered system of viral transportation 
 
 
Fig. 3.6.1 Legend 
A three-layered structure was found inside the SGIV infected grouper 
embryonic cells in the middle stage of viral life cycle. The innermost layer 
(layer I) is the viral assembly site where the virions are assembled properly to 
form the mature ones with right structure.  The middle layer (layer II) consists 
of many regularly arranged mature virion particles, which might be the 
paracrystalline array as observed in previous research. The outermost layer 
(layer III) contains many tubule and vesicle like structures. These three layers 








A-D are the serial sections of the same cell, i.e., from the outermost section to 
the innermost section indicated by the increase of the nucleus size. A. The 
majority of the outermost section was layer III, Tubule and Vesicle like 
structures. A-C. Layer III shank while the layer II expanded in its size. D. 
Layer I finally appeared and increased its size as the sections moved into the 
core part of the cell.  
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3.7 Virion Release 
 
The virion releasing process is the last step in viral life cycle, during which the 
mature virions are released to start another round of infection in new host cells. 
There are usually two ways to release the newly synthesized virions, budding 
out model and host cell bursting model. Previous findings in our lab (8)already 
confirmed the existence of the host cell bursting model in SGIV-infected 
grouper embryonic cells. And the finding is also confirmed by the electron 
microscopy observation here. Furthermore, during the observation, the 
budding out model is also confirmed in SGIV infected grouper embryonic 
cells with different infection conditions.  
 
Figure 3.7.1 shows that the budding out-like structures observed in different 
samples. The plasma membrane of the host cell bulges outwards and encloses 
the virion. The virions inside the bulges can be easily seen in subfigure A of 
Figure 3.7.1. Some bulges even contain a sting of virions which enrich the 
details of the budding out process (Fig. 3.7.1 C). This finding might indicate 
that, apart from budding separately in separate budding out model (Fig. 3.7.1 
A B), the virions might also bud as a group, i.e., for a string-like budding 
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structure as shown in string budding out model (Fig. 3.7.1 C D). The finding 
above was further confirmed by the observation of the vesicles containing 
several mature virions just outside but close to the plasma membrane of the 
host cells as shown in subfigure D of Figure 3.7.1. This finding was also 
confirmed by the tomography technique, showing that the string budding out 
structure did exist at the plasma membrane of the infected host cells (Fig. 
3.7.2). Therefore, the finding above might serve as an important complement 
to the budding out model in SGIV-infected grouper embryonic cells.  
 
It was also found that the tubule and vesicle-like structures might facilitate the 
viral releasing process by fusing with the cell membrane to release the virion 
particles inside. It was found that in the late stage of SGIV infection, the 
internal budding structures were fused with the cell membrane to release the 
tubule and vesicle-like structures containing virion particles inside. (Fig 
3.7.3A)  Except for one large vesicle fused with the cell membrane to release 
the virions, several small vesicles were also found fused with the cell 
membrane to release the virions at the same time. (Fig. 3.7.3C) Therefore, the 
findings above might give us some hints on the functions of the tubule and 
vesicle-like internal budding structures in virion transportation. 
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Two types of budding out structures were found in SGIV infected grouper 
embryonic cells. A. A single virion particle started to bud out to the outside 
environment. B. An enveloped virion particle was released to the outside. C. A 
string of virion particles started to bud out to the outside environment. D. A 
vesicle contains several mature virion particle were released to the 
environment. The figures were observed from 24h 27°C SGIV infection with 
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MOI equals 5. 
Fig. 3.7.2 Tomography of a string of virion particles starting to bud out to 
the outside environment. 
 
Fig. 3.7.2 Legend 
A-E The tilts serials of a string of virion particles starting to bud out to the 
outside environment under TEM. The connection between the virion string 
and the cell membrane was indicated by the white circle. The connection 
could be clearly observed from angle -40 to+40. The data was acquired from 








Fig. 3.7.3 Legend 
The subfigures A-C show the tubule and vesicle like structures might facilitate 
the viral releasing process by fusing with the cell membrane to release the 
virion particles inside. A. Late stage feature of SGIV infection. Large internal 
budding structures are formed and some are opened to outside to release the 
virions. Subfigures a and b are enlarged images of subfigure a with focus on 
specific features respectively. The square symbols in the subfigures A show 
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the zoomed-in areas in subfigures a and b respectively.  B. A vesicle was fused 
with the cell membrane to release the virions inside. C. Several vesicles were 
fused with the cell membrane to release the virions inside at the same 
time.(arrows) The figures were observed from 24h 27°C SGIV infection with 


















Recently Chinchar et al., have updated their understanding of Frog Virus 3 life 
cycle (10). SGIV, another member of Family Iridoviridae, has different hosts 
compared with FV3. Our data has shown that the life cycle of SGIV is similar 
to FV3 in most of the stages during infection. Both SGIV and FV3 form viral 
assembly site and paracrystalline region in cytoplasm. And similar assembly 
intermediates were found in their VAS. The differences mainly occurred in the 
internal budding process which could only be found in SGIV infection. The 
details will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 
 
1. Assembly intermediates in viral assembly site 
 
This study has a major focus on exploring the viral host interaction in SGIV 
life cycle. One key contribution of this study is solving the viral assembly 
model. Based on the EM observation and 3D reconstruction technique, several 




At the very early stage of SGIV assembly, circular and linear membranous 
structures were observed near VAS. These membrane vesicles and long sheets 
might come from ER as our earlier lipidomic analysis of the viral lipid 
compositions showed that SGIV shares similar features with host‟s ER in lipid 
compositions, i.e., containing a high proportion of phosphatidylinositol (7). 
This finding is also consistent with findings in other studies. Studies of the 
giant mimivirus have revealed that viral membranes might derive from some 
single-layered membrane sheet generated during the ER cisternae rupture(68). 
Other studies also supported that these single-layered membranes are the 
precursors for viral assembly in the family of large DNA viruses (67). 
 
Slightly later, in the early stage of viral assembly, it was found that there exist 
the small curly structures as well as some crescent shaped structures with 
curvatures at the edge inside the viral assembly site, a distinct region of 
cytoplasm. These crescent shaped structures with curvatures at the edge shared 
the same feature with the viral capsid, i.e., density and double layer. They are 
believed to be the precursors of the protein capsid of the virion. Later, as the 
infection moved on, many properly bent crescent shaped structures were found. 
And less crescent shaped structures with curvatures at the edge appeared 
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inside the viral assembly site. Therefore, it is possible that the crescent shaped 
structures with curvatures at the edge may unfold themselves and form the 
properly bent crescent shaped structures. Subsequently, the crescent shaped 
structures formed the regular hexagon-like structures which had an opening on 
one side. Some of the regular hexagon-like structures even had some 
condensed core structures. The opening on one side is believed to be the 
entrance for the viral DNA to get inserted inside the capsid. Finally, in the late 
stage of viral assembly, complete virions are formed. They are complete 
regular hexagon-like structures with a DNA core. The staining of the core 
material is lighter compared with that of the virion appearing in the previous 
stage, i.e., before maturation process. It may be caused by the degradation of 
the packing proteins and other components of the package machinery. 
 
Based on the observations, all the middle stage assembly intermediates, i.e., 
the crescent shaped structures with curvatures at the edge (Fig. 3.3.2 subfigure 
C), the properly bent crescent shaped structures (Fig. 3.3.2 subfigure D), the 
hexagon-like structures with opening at one side (Fig. 3.3.2 subfigure E), 
would contain two layers, the outer double-layered capsid shell layer and the 
inner middle layer with high electron density. Based on the above observations, 
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the middle layer and outer shell layer of the viral particle might form 
simultaneously. The middle layer might be the proteins required for DNA 
packaging or recruitment as this layer contains the different density with the 
DNA core of the mature virion particles. This layer is much thinner and the 
staining is lighter in matured virion than that of the assembly intermediates, 
which may due to the expansion of core material or degradation of some 
packaging proteins. The double layered structure of the shell provides the 
capsid the capability to change the thickness when under different tension 
during different assembly stages. This character might facilitate the assembly 
process due to its flexibility. (Figure 3.8.1) 
 
The intermediates indicated above might represent all the key structures 
appearing in the capsid assembly process. The findings show a clear link 
between intermediates of different stages. Thus an iridovirus assembly model 
is proposed for the first time (Fig. 3.8.1). The assembly model integrates all 
these key structures appearing at different stages to form a complete capsid 
assembly process. Therefore, the researchers can have a rough view of the 
whole capsid assembly process onwards, which enables us to look into the 
details of the viral assembly mechanism. Similar to Herpes Virus, SGIV also 
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synthesizes and assembles hexagon-like capsid structure(72). The hexagon-
like capsid leaves an opening and then the DNA was packed into the virion 
with some unknown mechanism(s). This observed packaging process was also 
similar with bacteriophage, another well studied DNA virus(73), which 
suggest that DNA virus might evolve from  common ancestor and further 
difference might be caused by co-evolution with different hosts. 
 





2. Tubule and Vesicle-Like Structures During Infection 
 
Another important contribution of this study is the discovery of tubule and 
vesicle-like structures caused by SGIV infection in grouper embryonic cells. 
Their generation process was also revealed in this study. (Figure 3.8.2) The 
newly synthesized virions in VAS were observed to relocate to an area with 
the large vesicle-like structures. Some of the virions might trigger the 
formation of the bulbs, and they eventually enter the large vesicle-like 
structures through the budding process. As the process moved forward, some 
tubule-like budding structures containing several virions were also found 
inside the large vesicle-like structures, indicating more and more virions 
entered the large vesicle-like structures. At the same time, these large vesicle-
like structures grew larger in terms of the volume to include more of these 
structures inside. After that, more and more tubule-like budding structures 
were connected to form a complex network inside the large vesicle-like 
structure. 
 
These tubule and vesicle-like structures are also found connected with the 
viral assembly site. And sometimes they were even found connected with the 
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cell membrane to release the enveloped virions inside to the environment. The 
above findings indicate that the tubule and vesicle-like structures may 
facilitate the viral transportation process in the SGIV-infected grouper 
embryonic cells. 
 
Another finding about these tubule and vesicle-like structures is that they were 
always near the paracrystalline array region as shown in Figure 3.6.1, which 
might indicate that there are some connections between these two structures. 
One possible explanation is that the space between the virion particles in 
paracrystalline array area becomes empty as the materials were consumed 
during the assembly process, which was indicated by the lighter background 
under EM observation (Fig3.4.2). The virion in this area might be vacated for 
the subsequent internal budding process. Our findings provide an explanation 
on how the vacuoles are formed inside the cells during SGIV infection stage. 
 
Our data has shown that the life cycle of SGIV is similar with FV3 with some 
minor differences. In detailed, both viruses form viral assembly site and 
paracrystalline region. However frog virus 3 seems directly bud out of the 
cells while SGIV could form big vacuoles inside the cells for virion internal 
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budding. During the later stages of SGIV infection, some of the cells retain 
their cell membrane integrity. These cells were full of big vacuoles and a large 
number of enveloped viruses were filled in these big vacuoles. In sea water 
environment, in order to sustain the virus infectivity longer, some of SGIV 
virions do not bud out of the cells. Instead, they gain envelop via inducing 
vacuoles formation inside the cells and internal budding.  
 
This internal budding process may also uncover a new immune evasion 
strategy used by SGIV as the virion particles generated in this manner were 
with envelopes. The envelopes may help to minimize the virion exposure to 
the host immune system. Therefore, the onset of host immune response, ex. 
antiviral IFN production, was delayed, and the viral replication was 
maximized in this manner. This finding is consistent with studies in other virus 
families, as it is reported that extracellular enveloped virus (EEV) is capable to 
evade host antibody by being wrapped in a host-derived membrane(74, 75). 
However, there are only a few reports describing potential immune evasion 
mechanisms of ranavirus(76-78).Our research adds a new finding to the 




It is the first time this tubule and vesicle-like structure was found in the SGIV-
infected grouper embryonic cells. This structure may play an important role in 
viral transportation as well as other key stages in viral life cycle. In order to 
understand the mechanism behind, further studies are needed. This finding 
may also reveal a new model of viral transportation, therefore it would enrich 
our understanding of the viral host interaction in SGIV-infected grouper 
embryonic cells. It may also be beneficial to discover some strategies to 






Fig. 3.8.2. The morphogenesis of tubule and vesicle like structures caused 












3. A Three-layered Structures During Infection 
 
The third key finding is that a three-layered structure was found inside the 
SGIV-infected grouper embryonic cells. The innermost layer is the viral 
assembly site where the virions are assembled properly to form the mature 
ones with the right structures.  The middle layer consists of many regularly 
arranged mature virion particles, which might be the paracrystalline array as 
observed in previous research(10). The outermost layer contains many tubule 
and vesicle-like structures. These three layers connect with each other to form 
a very complex large structure.  
 
This three-layered structure might play an important role in viral 
transportation. The newly assembled virions might be transported or squeezed 
to the periphery of the viral assembly site during consumption of the assembly 
materials in such assembly region. As more and more mature virion particles 
are accumulated, these particles are rearranged in a regular manner, i.e. the 
paracrystalline array, which might be controlled by the thermodynamics as 
these regular patterns contains a lower energy. Then the tubule and vesicle-like 
structures are formed and these mature virion particles enter the chamber of 
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the large vesicles to form a very complex network of tubules in these large 
vesicles as described in previous paragraphs. Some tubule and vesicle-like 
structures are transported to the edge of the cell under EM observation. And 
some string-like budding out structures are also observed in many samples 
under different conditions. Therefore, the three layered structure might link 
with the budding out process and might be an important complementary viral 







Fig. 3.8.3 Proposed Three Layer SGIV Life Cycle Model 
 
Fig. 3.8.3 Legend 
An illustration of SGIV life cycle in grouper embryonic cell. Layer I, the 
innermost layer, is the viral assembly site where the virions are assembled.  
Layer II, the middle layer, is the paracrystalline array structure consists of 
many regularly arranged mature virion particles. Layer III, the outermost layer, 
contains many tubule and vesicle like structures. These three layers connect 




In general, our high resolution EM observation shows a clear picture for SGIV 
life cycle. At the same time, many questions remain to be explored. For 
example, how vacuoles were formed during virus infection late stage? Further 




























ORF75R is a Scaffold Protein Essential for Viral Assembly in 










Chapter 4 ORF75R is a Scaffold Protein Essential for Viral Assembly in 
Singapore Grouper Iridovirus 
 
The main objective of this chapter was to enrich the detailed mechanism of 
SGIV viral assembly by a functional analysis of ORF075R. ORF075R is an 
abundant structural protein in SGIV virion particles. Previous research has 
shown that ORF075R accumulates in the viral assembly site and it is a lipid-
binding protein (7). And it was phosphorylated at multiple sites in SGIV-
infected cell lysate and virions(79). Furthermore, ORF075R could be 
phosphorylated in vitro by another SGIV structural protein, ORF039L(8). Due 
to these previous findings, ORF075R could be a good target to study its 
protein function in the viral life cycle. In this study, we further demonstrate 
that ORF075R might be an important scaffold protein for viral packaging as 
well as DNA encapsidation. The details are described in the following sections. 
 
4.1 ORF075R is Essential for Viral Infection 
 
In order to examine the role of ORF075R, we use an anti-sense technique, i.e., 
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Morpholino knockdown to reduce the expression level of ORF075R. The 





 respectively. (Fig. 4.1 A) The TCID50 test showed that 
the infectious virus titer was dramatically reduced in the presence of asMO
075
 
when compared with asMO
ctrl
. (Fig. 4.1 B)This result might be caused by two 
possible reasons, fewer infectious virion particles were produced or defective 















(A) ORF075R Knockdown effect was examined by Western blotting. GEC 




, then they were further 
infected by SGIV with MOI=1 at 24hrs post-transfection. Total cell pallets 
were collected and analyzed at 48h.p.i.. (B) TCID50 assay of ORF075R-





, then they were further infected by SGIV with MOI=1 at 24hrs post-
transfection. Total cell lysates (48h.p.i.) were collected for TCID50 assay. The 






4.2 ORF075R is Essential for Virion Packaging 
 
To further understand the knockdown effect of ORF075R in the viral life cycle, 
western blot assay was performed on SGIV-infected GEC at different time 
points post infection. The western blot results showed that the ORF075R 
expression could be observed from 24h post infection onwards. The difference 





cells was obvious only in samples at 24h post SGIV infection. (Fig. 4.2 A) 
Therefore, 24h post infection samples with the same infection conditions were 
fixed and further observed using advanced electron microscopy techniques.  
 
Figure 4.2 showed that there was no significant change in virion number in 
viral assembly site, paracrystalline array area or the budding region between 
asMO
ctrl
 (Fig. 4.2 B1-B3) and asMO
075
 (Fig. 4.2 B4-B6)delivered cells. 
However, the decrease in ORF075R expression level resulted in the 
production of many abnormal virion particles in these three areas, i.e., viral 
assembly site (Fig. 4.2 B4), paracrystalline array area (Fig. 4.2 B5) and the 
budding region (Fig. 4.2 B6). The electron dense middle layer between the 
DNA core and double layered outermost shell became thinner after ORF075R 
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knockdown. The quantification data in Fig. 4.2 C, showed that the shell 
thickness of the ORF075R knockdown virions decreased for more than two 
times. It was also observed that in the ORF075R knockdown samples, some 
virion particles contained the defective core. The DNA was not packed 
properly and formed some particles with smaller cores (diamond arrows) or 
even without any cores (arrows) when compared with that of the control 
samples.  As some assembly intermediates in VAS, ex., the hexagon-like 
structure with opening on one side, also looked like an empty capsid in some 
observation angles when the asMO
ctrl
 delivered cells were observed. It is better 
to observe the mature virion particles in late stage to further check whether 
these particles without any cores are real or not. Further observation showed 
that the empty virions could also be found in the budding areas of the 
asMO
075
-delivered cells (arrows in Fig. 4.2 B6). However, such structures 
were not observed in the asMO
ctrl
-delivered cells. As budding is the late stage 
of the viral life cycle to release the mature virions, the observation above 
confirmed the existence of the virion particles without DNA cores are real in 
the ORF075R-knockdown samples, and the defects were related to the 




The heterogeneity of viral morphologies, i.e., virions with defective cores and 
virions without cores, were probably caused by the incomplete deletion of 
ORF075R in knockdown experiments. As there were some ORF075R left in 
the SGIV infected host cells, virion particle could still recruit ORF075R to the 
inner lipid envelopes in order to form the electron dense middle layer during 
the assembly process.  However, each virion particle might receive different 
amount of ORF075R for assembly. The virions with more ORF075R might 
form the particles with less defective cores or even correct cores, while the 
ones with less ORF075R might form the particles without any core. Therefore, 
all these three virion particles, i.e., normal virions, virions with shrank core 
and virions without core, were observed in the asMO
075










Fig. 4.2 ORF075R knockdown results in the production of abnormal 






Fig. 4.2 Legend 
(A) ORF075R Knockdown effect was examined by Western blotting. GEC 




, then they were further 
infected by SGIV with MOI=1 at 24hrs post-transfection. Total cell pallets 
were collected and analyzed at different time points post infection. (B) Effect 
of ORF075R knockdown in SGIV infected GEC. GEC transfected with 
asMO
ctrl
(B1, B2, B3) andasMO
075
 (B4, B5, B6) were infected with SGIV 
(MOI=5) at 24hrs post-transfection. At 24 h.p.i., the cells were fixed and 
prepared for electron microscopy. B1 and B4 represent the viral assembly site 
(VAS); B2 and B5 represent the paracrystalline region; C3 and C6 represent 
the budding structures. Viruses in control cells (B1, B2 and B3)are indicated 
by arrow heads and defective viruses in ORF075R knockdown cells(B4, 
B5and B6) by arrows (without core) and diamond arrows (with defected core). 
Scale bars were 200 nm in all the subfigures. (C) Shell thickness of normal 
and ORF75R knockdown virions. Each symbol represents a measured shell 
thickness. In total, 100 of both normal and ORF75R knockdown virions were 




4.3 Lipid Bilayer beneath Virion Capsid is not Affected by ORF075R 
Knockdown 
 
Previously ORF075R was confirmed as a lipid binding protein through 
lipidomics study. (7) And based on our high resolution single particle 
reconstruction of purified SGIV virion particles, we find that the outermost 
layer of the virion particle contain two layers, including an outer protein 
capsid and an inner thin lipid layer. (Tran et al. Unpublished data) Furthermore, 
we found that the ORF075R knockdown disturbed the structure of the middle 
electron dense layer, which is underneath the inner lipid layer of the outermost 
shell in virion particles. Therefore, it is feasible to check whether the inner 
lipid layer was also affected by the ORF075R knockdown due to its lipid 
binding ability. Due to the reasons above, the ORF075R knockdown virion 
particles were purified from the asMO
075
-delivered cells under the same 
infection conditions using the purification protocols described in the 
methodology part. The knockdown was confirmed by comparing the western 
blotting results of both ORF075R knockdown virion particles and control 
knockdown virion particles (Fig. 4.3 A). ORF075R was reduced significantly 
after ORF075R knockdown. These ORF075R knockdown virion particles as 
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well as the control virions were further observed using advanced cryo EM 
technique to acquire the high resolution data (Fig. 4.3 B-C). The enlarged 
image, Figure 4.3 C1 showed that the inner lipid layer was not disturbed after 
ORF075R knockdown (arrow heads in C1). In addition, the ORF075R 
knockdown did not affect the forming of the outermost capsid shell, the 
doubled layer can bent properly to form the hexagonal shape even without the 
middle layer (Fig. 4.3 C). Also, the virion particles with disturbed DNA core 
(Fig. 4.3 C, arrow) were observed in ORF075R knockdown virion particles, 
which was consistent with previous observations of ORF075R knockdown 
phenomenon in asMO
075
-delivered cells (Fig. 4.2). 
 
The results above clearly indicate that ORF075R plays an important role in the 
forming of the electron dense middle layer structure as well as the viral DNA 
encapsidation process. This finding might provide the explanation of the lower 
infection titer after the ORF075R knockdown. Based on the observations, the 
defective virions were observed inside the asMO
075
-delivered cells. 
Furthermore, there was no significant change in the number of virion particles 
produced in the SGIV infected grouper embryonic cells. Therefore, the lower 
infection titer after the ORF075R knockdown was caused by the defective 
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virions with low infectivity.  







Fig. 4.3 Legend 
A. The purified SGIV virion particles with ORF075R knockdown were 
examined by Western blotting. ORF018R and ORF075R were detected by 
Western analysis using anti-ORF075R and anti-ORF18R antibodies. B-C. 
Cryo-EM observation of normal viruses and ORF075R-knockdown viruses. 
Purified normal viruses and ORF075R-knockdown viruses were observed 
under cryo-EM. The lower panels (B1, C1) are magnified images from the 
boxed area of the upper panels (B, C). The inner lipid layers were indicated by 
arrow heads (B1, C1) and the virions with disrupted cores were indicated by 
arrows (C). Scale bars were 200nm for subfigures B and C; Scale bars were 










4.4 ORF075R is Localized beneath Virion Capsid 
 
As ORF075R is essential for viral infection and virion packaging, in order to 
understand more details of ORF075R‟s function, it is therefore important to 
further identify its location in the SGIV virion particles. 
 
4.4.1 SGIV virion particles contain three layers: outermost double layer 
shell, electron dense middle layer and innermost DNA core 
 
We have already found that the ORF075R knockdown mainly affected the 
middle layer and the core of the SGIV virion particles. Finding out the detailed 
virion particle structures might help us to understand the structural function of 
ORF075R in the SGIV virion particles. Therefore, to further determine the 
structure of different layers inside the virion particles, we used Proteinase K 
and relatively mild nonionic & non-denaturing detergent NP40 (Nonidet P-40, 
i.e., IGEPAL CA-630, Sigma-Aldrich) to treat the SGIV virion particles, and 
observed the treated SGIV virion particles under different conditions by TEM. 
In this study, the protease K was first used to remove the outermost protein 
capsid layer, after that the NP40 was applied to disturb the inner lipid layer to 
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expose the middle layer and the core part of the virion depending on different 
treatment period applied.  
 
As shown in Figure 4.4.1 B, after 30mins protease K treatment, we could find 
that parts of the outermost shell were peeled off from the SGIV virion particles. 
The arrow 1 in Figure 4.4.1 B showed that a virion particles with half broken 
capsid shell, part of the debris were still linked with the virion particle while 
the rest left their original position and protruded to the outside environment. 
Some peeled capsid pieces were also observed as shown by the arrow 2 in 
Figure 4.4.1 B. A round core region could clear be seen inside the treated 
virion, which was much smaller than the size of the virion particle (arrow 3 in 
Fig. 4.4.1 B). This finding indicated that there was a middle layer between the 
outermost capsid and the core region. After NP40 treatment, the irregular 
DNA core was exposed, and we could see very thin fibers protrude to the 
outside (Fig. 4.4.1 C). If the NP40 treatment interval was further increased, 
this irregular DNA core could be further disturbed into several fragments 
which were connected with each other through very thin fibers (Fig. 4.4.1 D). 
The fact that the staining of the thin fibers was light, would indicate that there 
were few proteins in these thin fibers. Therefore, it could be naked DNA fibers 
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with less complex structures when compared with that of eukaryotic cells. The 
genome of SGIV was packed in a prokaryotic way, i.e., the naked DNA might 
be compacted in the super coiled manner without any detailed secondary 
structure. This might also indicate that the location of SGIV in the 
evolutionary tree is relatively low. 
 
The fact that we could not observe any middle layer after the NP40 treatment 
reveals that the middle layers which interact with the inner lipid layer may be 
rinsed off from the virion particles during the detergent treatment. As 
ORF075R is a lipid binding protein (7), ORF075R might also play a role in 
this process. ORF075R may interact with the inner lipid layer and the electron 
dense middle layer to bring these two structures together in order to stabilize 
the virion structure. Therefore, the removed inner lipid layer might also bring 
parts of the middle layer away. 
 
Furthermore, the electron dense middle layer might be compacted in a very 
loose manner, due to the fact that even a short exposure to the gentle detergent 
could remove this middle layer. For instance, although we reduced the 
treatment interval to a very short time, i.e., 1 min only, we still could not see 
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any middle layer except the round core region. Therefore, it might indicate 
that the gentle detergent treatment might already be strong enough to remove 
this loosely compact middle layer to expose the core part. 
 
The results above showed that the SGIV virion particles have a three layered 
structure, i.e., the outermost double layered capsid shell, the loosely 
compacted electron dense middle layer, and the super coiled like DNA 




Fig. 4.4.1 SGIV virion particles contain three layers: outermost double 











Fig. 4.4.1 Legend 
TEM observation of Proteinase K and NP40 treated virions. A. The purified 
SGIV virion particles. B. The purified SGIV virion particles treated with 
Proteinase K for 30mins. Arrow 1 indicates virus with half broken capsid shell. 
Arrow 2 indicates the peeled capsid pieces. Arrow 3 indicates virus DNA core. 
C. The purified SGIV virion particles were first treated with Proteinase K for 
30mins, followed by a treatment of 20mins 0.5% NP40. The DNA core 
expanded and spread to form an amorphous structure. The DNA fibers could 
be easily seen in subfigure C. The black dots on the DNA core indicate the 
DNA binding materials. D. The purified SGIV virion particles were first 
treated with Proteinase K for 30mins, followed by a treatment of 60mins 0.5% 
NP40. The DNA core was further fragmented into several parts which were 
connected with each other by thin DNA fibers. Scale bars were 100nm for 





4.4.2 ORF075R is Localized beneath the Virion Capsid 
 
To further find out the detailed function of ORF075R, we use immunogold 
labeling technique to detect the location of the ORF075R on the mature virion 
particles. As ORF075R is a lipid binding protein (7) and SGIV virion particle 
contains a lipid layer between the protein capsid and the middle electron dense 
layer, it is feasible to find out the exact location of the ORF075R in these two 
layers. Fig. 4.4.2.1 B showed that the gold particles could not attach to the 
untreated virions, which indicated that ORF075R did not locate at the 
outermost capsid layer. This finding was consistent with the previous results 
showing that the outermost double layered capsid shell was not affected by the 
ORF075R knockdown.  
 
As ORF075R was not located at the outermost capsid layer, we further check 
the location of ORF075R in the inner part of the virion particles. Due to our 
previous finding that the middle layer could be easily rinsed off from the 
virion particles without the protection of the outermost capsid shell (Figure 
4.4.1 B C), DTT and NP40 were used to treat the virion particles in order to 
disturb the protein capsid and to release part of the middle layer materials for 
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immunogold labeling. Fig. 4.4.2.2 B showed that after 10 mins of 10mM DTT 
/ 0.5% NP40 treatment, the outermost capsid shells were not seriously affected, 
i.e., the shape of the virion was not changed and majority of the shells was not 
fragmented. However, the double layered structure of the capsid shell was 
affected, i.e., the double layers could not be identified after DTT/NP40 
treatment. The disruption of the double layered structure might help release 
some internal materials to the outside. It was also shown in Fig. 4.4.2.2 B that, 
parts of the middle layer materials were released to the outside environment, 
indicated by the leaking materials surrounding the treated virion particles. 
Therefore, it was confirmed that the DTT/NP40 treatment could release parts 
of the middle layer materials with only minor modification of the outermost 
capsid shell to protect the middle layer from the complete break up. 
 
The immunogold labeling was further performed on the 10 mins 10mM DTT / 
0.5% NP40 treated virion particles. It was shown that the number of gold 
particles in anti-ORF075R group (Fig. 4.4.2.3 C D) was much larger than that 
of the control Igg group (Fig. 4.4.2.3 A B). The distribution of the gold 
particles in the anti-ORF075R group could be divided into two groups, the 
random distribution in the background and the distribution around the virion 
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particles. The random distribution of the gold particles in the background 
might indicate that some of the ORF075R was peel off from the virion 
particles and released to the outside environment even in this gentle condition. 
This finding is consistent with previous findings showing that the middle 
layers of the virion particles were loosely compacted by the capsid shell and 
could be easily rinsed off even in gentle conditions. Furthermore, the 
distribution of the gold particles around the virion might reveal that the 
disruption of the outermost double layer capsid shell may expose some 
domains of the ORF075R to the surface, while the majority of ORF075R‟s 
domains were still kept inside the virion particles. Based on the findings above, 
the ORF075R might locate in the middle electron dense layer of the SGIV 
virion particles. The finding is consistent with previous finding showing that 
the knockdown of ORF075R will result in the missing of the middle layer in 
mature virion particles of the asMO
075
 delivered cells. 
 
The immunogold labeling test revealed that the ORF075R was located in the 
middle layer instead of the outermost shell of the SGIV virion particles. 
Moreover, it was also found that the ORF075R knockdown could result in the 
disruption of the middle layer under TEM observation. Therefore, the 
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ORF075R might serve as an important scaffold protein in the middle layer to 

















Fig. 4.4.2.1 Legend 
The purified SGIV virion particles were incubated with rabbit serum (A)and 
anti-ORF075R serum (B), followed by incubation of the secondary antibody 
with 20nm gold particles. The gold particles show random distribution 





Fig. 4.4.2.2 DTT/NP40 treatment of SGIV virions can release parts of the 
middle layer materials into the environment. 
 
 
Fig. 4.4.2.2 Legend 
TEM observation of DTT and NP40 treated virions. A. The purified SGIV 
virion particles. B. The purified SGIV virion particles treated with 10mM DTT 
/ 0.5% NP40 for 10mins. Parts of the middle layer materials were released to 
the outside after treatment. The double layered structure of the capsid shell 
was also affected, i.e., the double layers could not be identified after 





Fig. 4.4.2.3 ORF075R is localized beneath the virion capsid shell. 
 
Figure 4.4.2.3 Legend 
The purified SGIV virion particles were treated with 10mM DTT / 0.5% NP40 
for 10mins, the virions were then incubated with rabbit serum (A and B)and 
anti-ORF075R serum (C and D), followed by incubation of the secondary 
antibody with 20nm gold particles. The gold particles show random 
distribution patterns in subfigure A and B.  In subfigure C and D, much more 
gold particles were identified and some of them were found attached to the 
virion capsid shell due to the exposure of the ORF075R at the virion surface.  
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4.5 A Comparative Quantification of Virion Structural Proteins between 
Control and ORF075R-Knockdown Viruses 
 
In order to determine if the recruitment of other viral proteins would be 
affected during virion assembly after the depletion of ORF075R, 2 samples 
with independently purified control and ORF075R-knockdown virus were 
prepared for silver staining and iTRAQ experiments. The silver staining 
showed that there were large differences between the protein profiles of the 
purified control virus and that of ORF075R-knockdown virus, including both 
down-regulated and up-regulated proteins. (arrows in Fig. 4.5.1) 
 
These samples above were further divided equally into two parts for iTRAQ 
experiments using different tags. (Fig. 4.5.2 A) In concern of data reliability, 
only the proteins with more than two peptides identified in both control and 
ORF075R-knockdown samples were compared. In total, 54 viral proteins were 
identified from these samples. (Fig. 4.5.2 B) In which, after ORF075R 
knockdown, four of them were down-regulated (ratio<0.8) and nine of them 
were up-regulated (ratio>1.3). The major capsid protein (ORF072R) was not 
significantly changed (ratio=1.09), while ORF075R was the most down-
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regulated protein (ratio=0.38) (Table s1). The result of this experiment was 
consistent with previous cryo-EM observation which showed that ORF075R 
knockdown did not affect the formation of the outermost protein capsid shell 
(Fig. 4.3 C). Among these proteins with significant changes, ORF012L (0.78), 
ORF146L (0.79), ORF021L (1.34), ORF056R (1.41), ORF103R (1.43), 
ORF045L (1.58), ORF006R (2.09), ORF008L (2.53), ORF046L (2.66), 
ORF025L (2.99) and ORF007L (3.24) are conserved in Ranavirus(80). 
Furthermore, some other viral genome-associated proteins, for example 
ORF146L (helicase, 0.79) and ORF067L (Deoxynucleoside kinase, 0.78), 
were down-regulated after ORF075R knockdown, which complied with 
previous TEM observations that the virion DNA core was disrupted in 
ORF075R knockdown samples (Fig. 4.2 B). Based on the down-regulated data 
above, ORF075R might be an important scaffold protein as it is involved in 
the recruitment of other viral structural proteins during virion assembly 
process. Except these down-regulated proteins, there are also 9 up-regulated 
proteins. Among them, five of them, i.e., ORF007L, ORF008L, ORF045L, 
ORF046L, ORF056R were grouped as collagen-like proteins(5). Moreover, 
ORF008L was previously identified as a matrix protein inside the core part of 
SGIV virion particles(57). There are two possible explanations for the up-
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regulation of these proteins in ORF075-knockdown virions: these proteins 
might be produced to substitute parts of the ORF075‟s function; the depletion 
of ORF075 might leave more space for other core proteins of the virion 





















Fig. 4.5.1 Legend 
Purified control virions and ORF075R-knockdown virions were analyzed by 




Fig. 4.5.2 Quantitative Comparison of Virion Structural Proteins between 





Fig. 4.5.2 Legend 
A. Experimental flowchart of iTRAQ. B. The significant change in expression 
level of some viral structural proteins after ORF075R knockdown. The ratio of 
the protein amount is the amount of knockdown viruses over that of control 

















4.6 ORF075R is Released from The Mature Virions after Phosphorylation 
 
Due to the similarities between the above findings in SGIV ORF075R 
research and that in other viral proteins(7, 79, 81, 82), we performed a 
functional comparison between SGIV ORF075R and other known viral 
scaffold proteins. In phosphorylation aspect, we found VP22, a major scaffold 
protein from herpes simplex virus (HSV), shares some common features with 
ORF075R. ORF075R could be phosphorylated by the SGIV structural protein 
ORF039L in vitro. At the same time, VP22 could be phosphorylated by viral 
gene encoded kinase UL13(83). In addition, dephosphorylated isoforms of 
ORF075R were accumulated in matured virions(79).  And it is also true in the 
distribution of VP22, i.e., the matured virion particles contains more 
dephosphorylated VP22. Recently, it is also found that the in vitro 
phosphorylation of the virion proteins including VP22, resulted in the 
dissociation of HSV (82).  
 
Due to the common features shared by the SGIV ORF075R and HSV VP22, a 
virion phosphorylation assay was also performed in SGIV virion particles. It 
was previously found that adding of Mg
2+
 and ATP could promote the 
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phosphorylation of multiple viral structural proteins including ORF075R. To 
further understand the relationship between ORF075R phosphorylation and 
SGIV structural change, these samples were analyzed by the following assays, 
i.e., a sucrose gradient assay followed by a western blotting assay (Fig. 4.6.1). 
The purified SGIV virion particles were first treated with CIP, Mg
2+
 and ATP, 
Mg
2+
 ATP and CIP respectively.  Then a sucrose gradient assay was used to 
separate the soluble fraction (the proteins released from the virion particles 
after the treatment) from the rest of the virion pellets. Finally the different 
fractions were analyzed by the western blotting assay. The results revealed that 
the slow-mobility form of ORF075R, i.e., the phosphorylated ORF075R, was 
released into the soluble fraction from the virion particles after addition of 
ATP and Mg
2+
, while ORF075R was not released in the presence of CIP (Fig. 
4.6.1). As it was already confirmed that ORF075R was one of the major 
structural proteins in dephosphorylated form locating at the electron dense 
middle layer, the release of the phosphorylated ORF075R in presence of ATP 
and Mg
2+
 might cause the dissociation or distortion of the SGIV virion 
particles. It was also found that the addition of ATP and Mg
2+
 could result in 
the phosphorylation of ORF018R, indicated by a slow-mobility isoform of 
ORF018R shown in the western blotting assay. However, unlike the 
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phosphorylated ORF075R, the phosphorylated ORF018R was not released 
into the soluble fraction but still remained in the pellet fraction. The strong 
association between ORF018R and other viral structural proteins might 


















Fig. 4.6.1 Legend 
Purified virion was incubated with buffer (PBS with 0.5% NP40, pH=8.0) 
containing the following contents at 30°C for 4 hrs. (I) 200μ CIP, (II) 1mM 
ATP, 10mM MgCl2 and (III) 200μCIP, 1mM ATP, 10mM MgCl2. Viral 
Structural Proteins were only phosphorylated in the presence of ATP and Mg
2+
. 
The treated samples were analyzed by Western Blot. P stands for pelleted 







Although we have already revealed the viral assembly process, we are not sure 
about the structural and functional roles of several key viral proteins. Here we 
try to study the structural and functional details of ORF075R, which is one of 
the major structural protein and it could be phosphorylated in vitro by another 
SGIV structural protein ORF039L(8, 79). 
 
The TEM observation above showed that ORF075R is important for the 
assembly process and it will affect the morphology of the virion particles. The 
depletion of ORF075R mainly affected the middle layer and the core, however 
the double layered outermost shell was not affected. Without sufficient 
ORF075R, the virions cannot form the electron dense middle layer, and the 
DNA core is also disturbed, which will further reduce the infectivity of the 
newly produced virion particles. As ORF075R is a lipid binding protein (7) 
and there is an inner envelope at the shell layer, ORF075R might also interact 
with the shell layer. Therefore, ORF075R might act as a key scaffold protein 
to interact with multiple partners in all the three layers to form large 
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complexes. Therefore, ORF075R is considered to be important for the viral 
assembly process. This finding is consistent with researches in other large 
dsDNA viruses, they also have this kind of scaffold protein with similar 
functions in assisting virion assembly and viral DNA packaging(68, 81, 84). 
For instance, L425 is an icosahedral capsid scaffold protein for mimivirus(68), 
D13 is a Double-Barrel scaffold protein of Poxvirus(84) and VP22 is a major 
scaffold protein for herpes simplex virus(81).  
 
Moreover, the detailed structure of SGIV virion particles was also revealed in 
this study. The SGIV virion particles contain three layers, i.e., the outermost 
double layer shell, the electron dense middle layer and the innermost DNA 
core. Based on our previous high resolution virion particle model produced by 
the Cryo-EM single particle reconstruction technique, some detailed 
information about viral capsid shell structure and organization for iridovirid 
has been revealed (Tran et al., unpublished data). However, due to technical 
limitations, the detailed inner structures have not been solved yet. This is also 
the case in other large dsDNA viruses. For instance, mimivirus of the NCLDV 
family, contains multiple layers between capsid shell and DNA core as 
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observed by advanced electron microscope techniques (33). However, the 
detailed structures and compositions of these multiple layers still remain 
unknown. Here we use Proteinase K and non-denaturing detergent NP40 to 
treat the SGIV virion particles to expose the middle and the core layer of the 
virion particle. And we found that the electron dense middle layer is loosely 
compacted and can be easily washed away by short time incubation with non-
denaturing detergent NP40. Furthermore, the DNA core is compacted in a 
prokaryotes-like manner with less proteins binding on its surface. The findings 
above uncover the detailed inner structures of the SGIV particles and may 
help us to further study the structural and functional roles of specific proteins. 
Further immunogold labeling results showed that ORF075R is localized 
beneath virion capsid, which is consistent with TEM observation that the 
ORF075R knockdown results in the production of abnormal virion particles in 
SGIV infected GEC.  
 
Further quantitative assay, i.e., iTRAQ, also supported this finding, as 
ORF075R knockdown resulted in the up-regulation and down-regulation of 
several other viral proteins, i.e., 26% of total proteins (14 out of 54) changed 
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significantly. Such a large percentage change of viral proteins might be one 
possible explanation for the huge morphology change resulted by ORF075R 
knockdown. The finding above also supported the conclusion that ORF075R 
might play a key role in recruiting as well as stabilizing certain proteins inside 
the capsid. Among these down-regulated proteins, some are genome-
associated proteins, such as ORF146L (helicase, 0.79) and ORF67L 
(Deoxynucleoside kinase, 0.78). This finding agrees with the EM observation 
of the distorted core in the ORF075R knockdown samples.  
 
Phosphorylation is an important mechanism that plays key roles in different 
biological processes. ORF075R, the protein with different phosphorylation 
isoforms, was further studied on how its phosphorylation status might affect 
the viral assembly and structure. We found that the ORF075R mainly exists as 
the dephosphorylated form in the mature virion particles while in 
phosphorylated form in the cell lysis. In vitro phosphorylation experiment 
showed that phosphorylated ORF075R had a high solubility and can be 
released from purified virions. The findings above might indicate that the 
virion unpackaging and dissociation could be affected by the phosphorylation. 
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In this study, it was found that ORF075R is an important scaffold protein 
located in the electron dense middle layer of SGIV, i.e., between the inner 
envelope layer of the capsid shell and the DNA core. Lack of ORF075R 
resulted in the abnormal recruitment of other viral structural proteins and the 
formation of distorted virion particles. And the phosphorylation study showed 
that phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of ORF075R were involved in 
viral capsid assembly and disassembly process.  All these findings above 
reveal the structural and functional role of ORF075R. Therefore, this study 











































Chapter 5. General Conclusion and Future Work 
In general, the main aim of this study was to explore the detailed mechanism 
of viral assembly of SGIV in grouper cells using high resolution electron 
microscopy technique as well as other biological methods. The EM 
observation revealed the details of the macromolecular structures that 
appeared in different key intermediate stages of the SGIV life cycle, from the 
initial entry process to the final virion releasing stage. And a viral assembly 
model was proposed based on different assembly intermediates found in the 
viral life cycle. Moreover, an internal budding structure, i.e., the tubule and 
vesicle-like structure, was first found in SGIV infected grouper embryonic 
cells. And the finding of the three-layered structures during infection further 
confirmed that these internal budding structures might facilitate the virion 
transportation inside the host cell.  
 
And we also try to reveal the detailed mechanism of SGIV viral assembly by a 
functional analysis of ORF075R. In this study, we further demonstrate that 
ORF075R might be an important scaffold protein for viral packaging as well 
as DNA encapsidation. We found that ORF075R was located in the electron 
dense middle layer of SGIV, i.e., between the inner envelope layer of the 
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capsid shell and the DNA core. Depletion of ORF075R resulted in the 
abnormal recruitment of other viral structural proteins. Moreover, the 
phosphorylation study showed that phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of 
ORF075R were involved in viral capsid assembly and disassembly process.  
All these findings above revealed that ORF075R was a key player during the 
viral assembly process. Therefore, this study might provide new impetus to 
examine the viral assembly process in molecular level. 
Recently, based the on structural comparison of different viruses that infect 
hosts from bacteria to human, some researchers in structural virology has 
provided the opinion that different viruses might share a common ancestor 
(22). All of these viruses are sorted into three viral lineages based on the 
difference in their capsid structure, i.e., PRD1-like, HK97-like and BTV-like 
(85). Virus belongs to the different lineage may still share some common 
features as they might be evolved from the common ancestor. Our findings 
provide additional evidence to support the idea. Based on the functional 
comparison between SGIV (PRD1-like lineage) ORF075R and other viral 
scaffold proteins, it was found that SGIV ORF075R share many similarities 
with HSV (HK97-like lineage) VP22. For example, ORF075R was localized 
beneath the outermost double layered capsid shell while VP22 was localized 
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beneath the procapsid(81). Both ORF075R and VP22 had many 
phosphorylated isoforms. And their dephosphorylated isoform were mainly 
accumulated in the mature virion particles. In addition, the phosphorylated 
isoform of these two proteins could be released from the mature virions and 
this would further result in the virion dissociation (82, 83). The findings above 
might indicate that the viruses may derive from a common ancestor and 
converged to some extent due to the environmental differences. Therefore, this 
study may give new insights on studies of the evolutionary history of complex 
large dsDNA viruses. 
 
Table 2 Functional Comparison between SGIV ORF75R and HSV VP22 
 
SGIV ORF075R HSV VP22 
Abundance in 
mature virion 
Comparable with major capsid 
protein(5) 




Between capsid and DNA 
core(Fig.s1) 
Beneath the procapsid(88) and 
a viral tegument protein in 
mature virion(87) 
Phosphorylation 
Phosphorylated by another viral 
structural 
proteinORF39L(Fig.6) 
Phosphorylated by another 





Accumulated in mature 
virion(Fig.5) 








Loss of function 
study 
Generation of less infectious 
particles and incorporate less 
ORF146L and ORF67L(Fig.2 
and Fig.4) 
Release less infectious 
particles and incorporate less 




To sum up, this study is of great importance in terms of the following three 
aspects. Firstly, this research might give new insights on studies of other 
viruses in Iridoviridae family. Members of family Iridoviridae infect only 
invertebrates and poikilothermic vertebrates. Therefore, they are considered 
ecologically important. Secondly, research on SGIV is complementary to other 
studies of nuclear cytoplasmic large DNA-containing viruses (NCLDV), 
which may also provide guidelines for other viral study in this special group, 
such as replication mechanism. Finally, capsid assembly is a critical process of 
the whole viral assembly process, which is likely to provide clues to the 
understanding of viral infection mechanisms. Therefore, this research may 
further facilitate the development of strategies to combat viral infection. For 
instance, it is feasible to discover the drug which could change the protein 
cross-linking status during the bending process. Also, the capsid only left a 
small opening for the DNA to enter into the capsid, which means the DNA 
may be packed and injected into the core. Packing is a high energy consuming 
process which needs a lot of ATP, a common energy supplier in the biological 
system. It might be also useful to combat the virus base on this strategy, i.e., 
drugs to inhibit DNA packaging or ATP hydrolyzation. Another way to inhibit 
the capsid assembly is to change the double layer structure of the capsid 
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precursors. The flexibility of the double layer structures help the virions to 
form different structures during different stages of life cycle. And it also helps 
the virions to adapt to different tension inside the capsid to maintain the 
completeness of the whole structure. Therefore, it is promising to discover the 
drugs to inhibit viral infection by searching through the drugs which could 
inhibit protein cross-linking or change the ATP hydrolyzation status. 
 
In general, our high resolution EM observation shows a clear picture for SGIV 
life cycle. At the same time, many questions remain to be explored. For 
example, how vacuoles were formed during the late stage of virus infection? Is 
it related to autophagy? Further research could focus on the relationship 
between the vacuoles forming and the immune response of the host cells, such 
as autophage. Moreover, to further study the viral proteins function in this 
depicted life cycle, it is also feasible to examine the interaction between 
ORF018R and ORF075R as they are both considered as key players during the 
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Table S1. Comparative proteomics analysis of control virus and ORF075R-
knockdown virus 

























































































51 1.13 0.18 1.04 0.52 1.15 0.14 
78.23 ORF046 71 1.47 0.05 1.13 0.35 1.48 0.02 
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